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Catast rophe
re-ena ctmen t·
aids students

MUB Board
weighs option
of elections

By Michelle Blanchette
TNH Staff

By David Olson
TNH Staff

Forty people died and 110 were injured when a
military c-141 aircraft that was flying from an air
base in Germany to an USAF Base in New York
crashed at 8:20 p.m. on Oct 5, 1991.
The above simulated tragedy was used as a drill
in which many UNH students participated on Saturday. The students role-played as "victims" in the
crash or as emergency medical technicians (EMTs).
The simulation was held as a Mass Casualty or
Major AccidentResponseExercise (MARE) at Pease
~=-=-=-=-=-=-=-- ........___......_......,..._........_~_.___..__._______....,....__;__-'---.l.l
Air National Guard Base (ANGB).
"The reason for doing this [running the mock smoke and simulated sound ef- scale, mutual aid call from
drill] is that you really never know when something fects. The Durham Ambulance Rockingham County Control.
Kim Peckham, a senior political
like this can happen," said Major Gary Cyr, exercise Corps (DAC) arrived on the scene
within 30 to 4 5 minutes of the crash,
coordinator.
Catastrophe, page 2
Themockcrashoccurredat9a.m.withsputtering responding to a level three, large

The Memorial . Union Building Board of
Governors is considering a bylaw change that
wouldallowstudentrepresentativesofthe'l:x>ardto
be elected by the undergraduate population at
large.
Presently, most students on the board are
chosen through an application and interview process conducted by board members.
Student Body President Malinda Lawrence, a
member of the MUB board, said the change would
make the board more representative of the student
population. "If they (the MUB Board) are going
to make decisions that affect all students' lives so
much, because this building is a central part of all

ur-,~;::::.-saillidia

Mob Board, page 2

·Conduct cases flood in
Severity of cases increase with volume
By David Clement
TNH Staff

Although the Student Conduct Board has seen significant
increases in cases and student
evictions this year, University officials are having a hard time pinning down the reason why.
The conduct board has experienced a 94 percent increase in its
caseload compared to last year,

Barbara
to
according
Brueggemann, assistant dean for
Student Affairs/Student Conduct.
The first eight cases to appear
before the board this year resulted
in eviction, according to
Brueggemann.
Brueggemann said the sever-.
ity of the cases was increasing
along with the volume. Of the 133
cases reported to theconduct board,
as many as three may involve cases
of sexual misconduct and harass-

ment. Other cases have involved,
among other things, the purchasing of liquor for minors,
Brueggemann said.
"Reporting is vital in these
cases," Brueggemann said.
There are many reasons for
the increase in cases, according to
Tammy Smith, chairperson of
Student Senate's Council of Judicial Affairs, and member of the
Conduct Board, page 11

Forest Park children safe
from lead poison ing dange rs
By Mike Vinsel
TNH Staff

In Dover, at the Mineral and Whittier Park housing projects, two children were found during the past
year to have high levels of lead in their blood. As a
result, the federal government issued a $2 million
grant for lead paint removal from the park. At UNH,
most of the faculty and students' children reside at
Forest Park apartments; however, residents do not
need to worry for their children's safety, according

Barbara Paiton, director of Housing and Conferences.
The Forest Park apartments have been tested for
lead paint, and the tests gave "no indication that lead
paint was present," Paiton said.
UNH still has many sources oflead on campus,
said Stephen Larson, director of Environmental
Health and Safety.
"No one disputes the hazards of lead, but the
sources at UNH don't constitute the same hazard (as

Lead, page 11
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•Elections could be in the future a·nd mean
more student involvement in MUB Board
Frompagel

students' Ii ves, they should be rep- ability to act has been hampered
resentative of the student body," by the lack of student representaLawrence said. "Right now, they tives. He 'said the board is relucare not representative at all."
tant to act on issues that affect
Interim MUB Board Chair- students until all the spots on the
man Craig Sonis said he hopes the board are filled. Use of the enterswitch to an elective process will tainmentfacilityandtheallocation
increase student interest in the of eight new student office spaces
board.
in the renovated basement will not
According to Sonis, lack of be finalized by a partial board, he
student participation in the MUB said.
Board is limiting the committee's
"I am reluctant to act until
effectiveness. There have been everyone has a fair chance to get
fewer applicants than open spots input from their constituents,"
on the board, he said.
__ SQnissaid. "Idon'tknowwhatcan
"I think people really bitch a be done if the positions aren't
lot about this campus, that they filled."
don't really have a lot of repreInterest in the MUB Board is
sentation. Finally, when they get a cyclical, according to Vice Chairchance toatleast become partof it, man Scott Bugbee. He said interthey seem to run away and say est usually peaks when the board
they don't have the time," Sonis conducts its yearly review and alsaid. ''There is experience to be location of student office space.
gleaned outside the classroom."
''The interest peaks when the bill
Sonis said the MUB Board's comes, and then it fades until the

Put in your 2¢ worth.
Write aletter to the editor or
to the Forum

next bill comes," he said.
The board is likely to approve
the change to an elective process
for student representatives, according to Sonis and Bugbee. The
proposed new bylaws were presented at last Tuesday's MUB
Board meeting, and Sonis said
"There didn't seem to be much to
change after the initial review."
If approved, elections for the
studentrepresentatives to the board
will be held in April, at the -same
time as Student Senate elections.
Sonis said the change was
supposed to be discussed last year.
However, the decision made late
last semester to construct an Interactive Television (ITV) studio in
the MUB basement and pay
$400,000 to renovate the rest of
the basement required the board's
full attention, he said.
Last year's MUB Board
Chairman Nikos Livadas told The
New Hampshire in an interview

last year that "We feel it's more
important to get the basement done
than to look at reorganization right
now."
If the board accepts the new
bylaws, they will be passed onto
President Dale Nitzschke for final
approval. Interim Vice President
for Academic Affairs Dan DiBiasio
is scheduled to attend tonight's
MUB Board meeting to share his
views on the proposed change.
The MUB Board of Governors is a 20-mem ber UNH administrative committee made up of
students and other members of the
University community, including
representatives for graduate students, faculty, alumni and Professional Administrative and Technical (PAn staff. The director of the
MUB, the student body president,
the Student Activity Fee Council
chairperson and the business
manager of the Programming Fund
Organization are also appointed

members of the board.
The MUB Board "serves not
only students but graduates and
the town of Durham," Sonis said.
"It makes the MUB a place for
everyone." He said the board is
involved in almost every aspect of
MUB administration, from working on the MUB budget and allocating office space to student organizations to programming the
message boards on the top and
bottom of the building.
The board was formed in 1968
"because of growing discontent
within the student body on the way
the MUB was run," according the
MUB Board of Governors manual.
Student positions still to be
filled this year are two residence
hall representatives, three commuter representatives, and one
Greek house representative.
MUB Board of Governors
meetings are held every Tuesday
at 7 p.m. and are open to the public.

·•Students take part in
disaster drill at Pease
Frompagel

science major, and Brenda
Sweeney, a 1991 outdoor education graduate, worked in the treatmentareaduring the drill. Peckham
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . is the DAC's primary EMT, and
Sweeney is the secondary EMT.
Both Peckham and Sweeney
assessed patients as they were
brought in on stretchers, and they
rode with the conscious and stable
victims on buses to nearby hospitals.
The drill involved fire and
emergency vehicles from 22 com~
munities. Five area hospitals, including those in Portsmouth, Dover, Rochester, Exeter and Yor.k,
Maine, worked together to aid in
the mock coastal aircraft disaster,
according to Cyr.
Peckham, who has been on
the DAC team for 4.5 years, said
the drill "was definitely a great
learning experience."
Sweeney, who has been on
the DAC team for 1.5 years, said
there was a lower level of stress
experienced during the mock casualty because "you mentally know
it is a learning experience and that
no one is actually dying."
Erinn Wright, a senior premedicine and microbiology major
and secondary EMT, drove the
ambulance to the scene of the casualty. While driving on the
Spaulding Turnpike, Wright experienced a simulated traffic jam and
Three people make their way to the light at the end of the was re-routed through Greenland
tunnel near the Field House (Amy Kinsella photo).
for 45 minutes. "It was neat ex.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___, perience being re-routed," Wright

said.
All three DAC members went
through EMT courses at UNH with
Ken Hult as their instructor and
have had extensive training in mass
casualties.
More than 600 people participated in the trial accident. Clergy
groups, aid organizations, hospitals, emergency units, and more
than 200 volunteers and spectators from all over the coastal region
as far away as Canada signed up
for the drill, according to Cyr.
"This is the first ANGB aircraft crash exercise in the seacoast
area. We inherited the drill from
the Air Force," Cyr said.
Each volunteer victim went
through a series of stages before
they actually were transported to
the crash site on Pease ANGB.
Cressy Goodwin, head evaluator for the drill, debriefed each
25-person group to start them on
their way. "You are going to notice
a lot of hurry-up and wait,"
Goodwin warned. "Don't be
alarmed, but be alert."
The volunteer victims were
then given make-up and moulage,
molds of simulated injuries pasted
and painted on victims' bodies,
before being taken to the crash
site.
Triage, the categorizing of
victims' post-crash injuries, took
place after the crash. Triage officers color coded victims with tags
designating the severity of their
injuries.

There were four color-codes
of triage: black, death or beyond
help; red, cdtical condition and
the first to be removed from the
scene; yellow, needs attention and
are second priority to red; green,
wait until all others are attended
to.
Timothy Lunn and Patrick
Lee, both juniors, were among the
red-tagged victims.
Both students were assessed
with critical injuries and were
transported immediately to a
nearby hospital.
Lee was transported to a York,
Maine hospital where he was pronounced dead in the emergency
room.
"It was so cold! But I can't
believe how much I learned from
this casualty drill," Lee said. "Being on a backboard rather than
carrying it made everything I've
learned fall into perspective."
Lunn, after being transported
to Wentworth-Douglass Hospital
in Dover, was awaiting a mock
transport to Boston via helicopter.
"Reality hit when they cut off my
pants," Lunn said. "Then they
turned on the I. V. as if it was actually injected. I was covered with
glucose."
Both Lunn and Lee said they
felt the experience was extremely
useful and important.
"The most important thing I
learned was to treat the victims
like human beings, not just like
dead bodies," Lunn said.
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pitch ~n for Easter Seals
Fraternity sponsors sports show for charity

By Linnea Anderson
TNH Staff
First shows are always tough,"
was the consensus of the organizers, vendors, professional athletes,
and collectors at Alpha Gamma
Rho's First Annual Charity Sports
Card Expo.
The proceeds from Saturday's
exposition, held at the Field House,
benefited the Easter Seals.
Chris Polichronopoulos, Alpha Gamma Rho brother and cochainnan of the expo, said the show
was expected to attract at least
1,000 people. However, only 500
people attended, he said.
"We broke even," said Phil
Boutin,Alpha Gamma Rho brother
and co-chairman of the expo. He
said the amount of money Easter
Seals will receive from the event is
still not determined.
Boutin said the merchandise
from the expo, including
over
left
autographed pictures and raffle
items, will be sold at a later date to
profit Easter Seals.
"It's too bad because there
was potential for the show,"
Polichronopoulos said. Boutin said
if the show did not do as well as
expected, it was due to lack of
support, not lack of effort.
The Expo attracted close to
100 dealers from all over New
England. A multitude of sports
memorabilia was available for
baseball, basketball, football and
hockey fans. Items ranged from
sports cards, to autographed pictures and T-shirts.
"I am amazed at how much is

here," said Jim Martin, a sophomore and Acacia brother.
Three former professional
sports athletes were present to sign
autographs and talk with fans.
Baseball All-Star George Foster,
Patriots' football player Jim Nance,
and Bruins' hockey player Ken
Hodge, Sr. were on hand. The autographs cost $2 each for Nance
and Hodge, and $7 for Foster.
Polichronopoulos said the fees
for the autographs were determined
according to the appearance fee
that the fraternity paid. He said the
fraternity was expecting at least
200people for Foster's autograph.
Raffles and a silent auction
were held, door prizes were given
away, and a concession stand was
set up.
The raffle offered a variety of
prizes such as Celtics and Bruins
pictures, professional sports club
banners from around the country,
and tickets to UNH football and
hockey games. UNH football and
hockey items were raffled off, as
well as a hockey jersey sent from
the U.S. Olympic Team.
The silent auction included
several valuable items, such as
hockey sticks autographed by Cam
Neely and Hubie McDonough, and
baseballs autographed by Carl
Yastremski, HankAarbn and Yogi
Berra. The bids on these items
were close to expected, said
Polichronopoulos, with Neely's
hockey stick going for almost
$200.
Polichronopoulos said the
fraternity obtained the items by
writing letters to every professional
sports organization in the country

r.-----------------------~

and asking· them to donate any
items they could use for the charity event. He said the fraternity
also asked local dealers, UNH administrators and. sports shops to
donate items. He said he was impressed with certain players from
the professional teams who donated personal items like New York
Hubie
player
Islanders'
McDonough and Boston Bruins'
player Cam Neely who donated
autographed hockey ~ticks.
The door prizes given away
included a lunch with George Foster.
"First shows are always hard,"
said dealer Dick P~rkins, a 1966
alumni and Acacfa brother from
Concord. "Having been in a fraternity, I know what an effort it is to
put on a fundraiser," he said. He Alpha Gamma Rho brothers rzaise moeny
said he prefers to do shows that L..fi_o_r_c_h_a_r_it..=::.y_(~R~y:,_a_n_M--=e=--r--=-ce.:. :r:.. . .c. =ho-=-t=-=o'.. !. ):.. . ___________J
benefit charity. He was informed
The co-chairmen said they felt
to charities," he said. "I really feel
of the expo after seeing a flier
that I owe it. to my fans. It's my they had advertised enough on
while participating in another
way of paying them back for what campus. They contacted hall dishow.
they've done for me," Hodge said. rectors, deans of colleges, departGeorge Brown, a dealer from
May, ment chairpeople, each Greek orlast
Since
Concord, Mass., said a flier also
Polichronopoulos and Boutin said ganization, professors and other
informed him of the expo. Brown
they have spent a lot of time and administrators on campus, and
said Alpha Gamma Rho "had good
effort planning and organizing the urged them to inform students of
literature on it." He said the fact
event. Boutin said they have put at the event.
that the expo was to benefit charity
Polichronopoulos said they
least 300 hours into the expo.
influenced his decision to partici"We had an idea of what we went to at least 30 different sports
pate.
wantedtodoanditjustkeptgrow- - card shows to pass out fliers, re"It was definitely one of the
ing and growing arid growing," cruit dealers and promote the show.
pluses. It puts some additional
"We did the best with what we
said Polichronopoulos. He said he
backing behind the show," said
and his father initially had the idea had," said Polichronopoulos.
Brown. He said the charity inThe fraternity took a vote on
of putting on a show, and the idea
volvement meant that it was more
of running it to benefit a charity Monday night to determine
likely for the event to be widely
whether they will continue the expo
really appealed to him.
advertised.
Another goal of the show, next year, according to Boutin.
A dealer from Seabrook was
along with benefiting the charity, "We '11 have to wait and see," said
more critical of the
show. He said that
profit-wise "This is one
of the three worst shows
I've ever been in."
A dealer for 27
Frederick
years,
Oullette said "Charity
is fine but I've got to
make at least a day's
pay."
All of the dealers Ken Hodge Sr. attends
interviewed expressed Saturday's charity
interest in participating event (Ryan Mercer
in a future expo show if
photo).
Alpha Gamma Rho decides to continue the
event.
Former Bruins'
hockey player Ken
Hodge, Sr. said he felt
the expo was a very
positive experience.
as to help change the some nega- Polichronopoulos.
"Here's an opportunity for an
"Hopefully, we '11 have more
ve opinions about the Greek sysorganization to do something
Polichronopoulos said.
support,"
to
according
em,
positive for the community," said
is graduating this year,
who
Boutin,
olichronopoulos. He said he felt
Hodge. He said the fact that the
Polichronopoulos
hopes
he
said
the expo would be a time for the
show was to benefit charity afthe show
continue
to
help
find
can
public to see positive things the
fected his decision to attend. "I
year,
next
Greek system does.
don't do card shows unless there is
"I think that overall the show
"I expected a lot more support
a charity involved," he said.
well. I think that next year,
went
from campus and we didn't get
Hodge said he enjoys signing
things a little differently,"
do
'11
we
any," Polichronopoulos said. "It
autographs and being involved in
Polichronopoulos.
said
was a struggle the whole way
charity events. "I am very, very
through," he said.
fortunate that my name can be lent

"Here's an opportunity for an organization to do something positive for the community/' said former

Bruins' hockey player Ken Hodge.

"I am. very, very fortunate that my
name can be lent to charities, I
really feel that I owe it to my fans.
It's my way of paying them back for
what they've done for me."

i

Bill Yarrison from the "Clubhouse"participates in the card
show (Ryan Mercer photo).
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.Research programs
target ·of donations
By Steve Salmeri
TNH Staff

UNHwill beabletoconducton-campus
research this year because of a sizeable increase in grants.
This year, UNH's grants amounted to
$36.8 million, which is $11.8 million more
than last year's total of about $25 million.
"Many faculty feel that in order to support research efficiently, they need to pay for
graduate students and have to be paid tuition
and stipends," Executive Director of Sponsored Research Donald Sundberg said.
"So they submit research proposals to
Federal, State, and Private foundations, in
hopes of getting a grant."
According to Sundberg, the monies from
the grant land solely in the hands of those
members who wrote the proposal. It is their
duty to use it as they see fit.
"It's not in any sense touched by a dean,
or chair who can decided how to split up the
$36 million dollars .. .It's a contractual event
that's exactly targeted to where it was asked
for," Sundberg said
One of the biggest grants this year was
from NASA, to the tune of $9 .6 million. Last
year, NASA also helped fund the project of
the Gamma Ray Telescope put forth by the
Earth, Oceans, and Space (EOS) foundation
on campus.
"NASA funds the Gamma Ray Telescope, which the people in EOS actually
manipulate from right here at UNH,"

Sundberg said.
The EOS people do a lot of work for
NASA and they are major grantors,according to Sundberg.
According to EOS Director Berrien
Moore, NASA is currently launching a program to study global change, from deforestation to climate change. NASA will be
launching satellites for an integrated satellite program to create a longterm record of
how the Earth changes, Moore said.
"In 1988, hundreds of academic institutes competed for one of the Interdisciplinary grants from NASA. Twenty-Nine
were selected, and UNH will do the science
that will flow down from the satellites,"
Moore said. •:our team consists of people
fromUNH;theMarineBiologylabatWoods
Hole, MA; and the Oakridge, Tenn. na,.
tional lab."
The focus of the study is to try to
understand how we are changing the atmosphere chemically, and UNH is the lead
institute in that study, according to Moore.
"NASA has a program of great observatories... including Hubble and the Gamma
ray, of which UNH is one of the major
players, " Moore said.
The Gamma Ray Telescope was
launched in April of 1991, and UNH is
continuing to record and Interpret data that
comes from the telescope, Moore said.
The new study.called 'EOS', the Earth
Observing System, was put into execution
in January of 1991 and, Moore hopes, will
be up to full speed by 1994.

Wi~!l~~~!!l~I~

Soviets Slash Nuclear Forces

On Saturday, President Mikhail Gorbachev of the Soviet Union announced cuts in Soviet
tactical land and sea nuclear weapons, and called for a summit to discuss further cuts of
both American and Soviet nuclear arms. Gorbachev's plan will disarm all short-range
nuclear weapons, eliminate most of them, and reduce the number of strategic ballistic
missles below the limit set by the recent US-Soviet arms control treaty. Gorbachev has
also announced that he will place a one year ban on Soviet nuclear testing and cut the
Soviet armed forces by 700,000 members. Gorbachev's decision came after he met with
an American delegation that explained President Bush's arms reduction plan. Bush
called the Soviet proposal "good news for the whole world", but said that there is work
to be done before a summit can be held.

Bad Checks Cause House
To Close Bank
The House of Representatives voted on Thursday to close its century-old private bank
when it was revealed that 8,331 checks had bounced in a 12-month period. So far, 42
members of the House have admitted to writing bad checks, which the bank paid even
without sufficient funds. The bank's records will be sent to the House ethics committee
for investigaiton. Members of the House have also found to be delinquent in paying
$300,000 in bills to its restaurant system. These disclosures have sparked controversy
and public outrage over special privileges enjoyed by members of Congress.

Haitian Senate May Name
Aristide Replacement
The Haitian Senate held an emergency session of Sunday in which they prepared to name
a provisional president to replace Jean-Bertrand Aristide, who was overthrown in a
military coup last week. But there was also debate about the possibility of reinstating
Aristide. The United States has frozen all Haitian government assets and sent 500
Marines to the Guantanamo Bay base in Cuba, in case an evacuation of the 15,000
Americans in Haiti is necessary. But on Monday, US officials voiced concern about
Aristide's human rights record, calling on him to denounce mob violence and work
towards sharing power with Parliament if he is reinstated.

Iraq In Testi~g Phase Of Missile System
David Kay, leader of the United Nations weapons inspection team that conducted an
investigaton of Iraq's nuclear weapons program, said on Friday that Iraq was in the
testing phase of a missile system that could be used with nuclear weapons. The Iraqis
had also been working on a detonation system for nuclear weapons, but lack of enriched
uranium prevented them from actually producing a nuclear bomb. The UN team called
for continuing inspections and a ban on Iraq's nuclear power research, which could serve
as a cover for nuclear weeapons research.

Thomas Accused Of Sexual Harassment
On Sunday, Anita F. Hill, a law professor who served as Judge Clarence Thomas's
personal assistant for two years in the early 80 's, accused him of sexual harassment. Hill
claims Thomas, Bush's nominee to replace Thurgood Marshall in the Supreme Court,
repeatedly asked her out and described in detail pornographic films he had seen.
Thomas's supporters have launched a counterattack, calling the accusation a desperate
last attempt by his opponents to prevent his confirmation. Debate in the Senate over
Thomas's nomination began on Thursday, and the Senate is scheduled to vote on
Tuesday. At least 54 Senators have said they will vote in favor ofThomas 's confirmation.

Another Cease-Fire Fails In Yugoslavia
David Wickliffe, a DCE student, works on a deforestation studies project at Complex
S stems Research Center (Am Kinsella hoto).
LET TI-rn NEVV" HAMPSHIR..E
PUT SC>1'1.1:E SPARK IN YOUR
LIFE
ISSUES EVERY TUESDAY
ANI:>FR.IDAY

The Yugoslavian army, navy and air force on Saturday and Sunday launched attacks
across Croatia, which on Sunday ordered full mobilization of its forces against the
advancing army. Anyone with firearms was asked to join the resistance. A European
Community-brokered cease-fire was agreed upon by both sides on Friday, but was
ignored when disagreements arose over how it would be implemented. This is the
seventh EC-brokered truce that has failed to bring peace between the Yugoslavian
government and Croatia, a Yugoslavian republic that is fighting for independence. EC
ministers have warned that if the war continues, the EC might impose an oil or trade
embargo.

American Hostage Appears In Video
Terry Anderson, an American hostage who has been held in Lebanon since 1985,
appeared this week in a videotaped interview obtained by CNN. The tape was made by
a Lebanese television production company and accompanied by a signed statement from
Anderson's kidnappers, Islamic Jihad. Anderson appeared to be healthier than in past
videos, and said that his captors told him there would soon be "very good news" for the
Western hostages. He also called for accelerated negotiations to free both Western
hostages and Lebanese prisoners held by Israel. The White House said President Bush
was encouraged by the tape, but doesn't want to get his hopes up that a hostage will be
released_soon.
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By Carlene Rose
TNH Staff

Dance planned in N o-vember

Somewhere someone needs
help. Somewhere someone wants
to help. For both these people,
there is somewhere they can go.
The student organization
People for the Advancement of
Volunteer Efforts (PAVE) can
providethelinkbetweentheneedy
and those who want to help.
The primary objective of
PAVE is to recruit volunteers and

response on campus," Brown said.
"So far, four sororities said they'd
be there. Some <administration
members have ·. already bought
. Phi-.Kappa ·Theta will hold a tickets. We hope to get local orJuiidrajsedo benefit tlle campus' · ganizations involved, like the
Se~t1hl':J ~a,rras~rrie11t .an_rl.: Rape_.. · i:>.urhat11Policebepartment,also."
Preventi9#:~ogra,r1i(SflARPP)·. . . . : :.·:Brown saict'Plii.l<.appa
•:. ······::ot{Nov~ :J #i¢Jratemitywili .' hopestoraise;~l,500forSffARPP.

connect them to various organizations that are in need of volunteer services.
"When there's a need in the

.: l)Oara;:>rsth
.oro/nth·'.:·teO:·:.,.beir
. ·.:·snte:.anfi
:. tn.·SµHARPal
.· ·:P. ay.P.
. to
. . .·.. ~ .... "By.clonating 19 ~HARPP we
~9nttibuting t~ the IJ.njversity
j~• tpe f~t .. i# panicµlar/ notjusttfie ;pui;h.am
:• ·.: :
lrateriiitj to<hold . a benefit for . ~9WIJlµnjty,?t )3:r q~v ~cJ./ tt:hit~<

By Tareah Fischer
TNH Staff
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Feighery, assistant coordinator for
PAVE.
Students can connect with
more than 80 organizations cur-
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Severaf local organizations participated in an effort to promote

they must draw straws, determining who is allowed to have a full-

There are about 120 volunteers on file in the PAVE office. :

"Over 1OOpeopleattended the
event," said Cheryl Dankesreiter,

entrees as a plate of rice, a plate of
beans, or nothing at all. All ticket

different available projects listed.
·Dofuino;s:::pizza ' Co<fa~CohC .<
"People are a little timid at ::::t>f]Jij¢/4.M¢¢\¢.9t(r¢.$(]s/(Qf~U>

she said.
Dankesreiter said PAVE is also
in the process of planning large

originallystartedasaclassproject
byGeorgeAthenas three years ago,
and took off from there.

"You really feel like you've done
something and it just makes your }:':
whole week."
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Women come together to make acquaintances
By Serio Niazi
TNH Staff

The oldest women's organization on
the UNH campus is still going strong.
The organization, the University Folk
Club, has been providing a place for women
who are affiliated with UNH to come together for 75 years.
The club is open to women who are
alumni, professors or wives of professors.
Women are able to keep their connection to
the University after they have graduated
fromUNH.

Helen Slanetz, a Durham resident and
member of the Follc Club for 60 years, said
she was encouraged to join the club by her
neighbor, and has been active ever since.
"I like it for the sociability and the
education at times," Slanetz said.
The women meet once a month to
participate in programs, listen to speakers
and socialize with one another. Monthly
meetings allow members to learn something new and acquaint themselves with
women who are new to the Durham community.
Ann Shump, publicity chairwoman for
the Polle Club, said being a member of the ·

c~ . .·---.
~

club has "allowed me to get to know some
University women." Shump has been a
member of the club for eight years, ever
since she moved to Durham from Brockport,

NY.
Programs have been held on Tibet and
China, Hawaiian quilt making and women
authors.
The club's main activity every year is
to raise money for two scholarships, which
they give outto a female UNHjunior. Money
is raised through two events. The first event
is a Dessert Card Party, held in November,
which is open to everyone. Guests give a
cash donation, which entitles them to play

cards and have dessert.
.
The second fundraiser is a luftcheon
held in March.
The women who ate in the club enjoy
participating in the club for many reasons.
"It has given women who have a
connection with UNH a wide circle of
friends," said Nobel K. Peterson, a member
since 1957. "It really keeps women who are
involved with UNH an opportunity to know
each other and develop friendships."
Peterson came to Durham in February
of 1957 and was "encouraged to join" the
club. "It made me feel welcome to Durham
and to UNH," she said.

Put in your 2¢ worth.
Write a letter to the editor or
to the Forum.
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The Uitiversity of Bridgeport
in CT. is_considering linking with the
Moonies because.·offinanical problems.
Shollld UNH?

Sean A.Mason
Undeclared
Freshman

Brian McMaster
Community
Development
Senior

"No, I don't think we should do it
because we shouldn't give up control of
the University to any outside interests."

Bur Chase
Liberal Arts
Senior

"It's an idea that the officials would
have to consider. If people weren't adamantly opposed to it, I don't think it
would be a problem. If it became a
nuisance I think it would be bad."

Kerin Fiore
Family Studies
Sophomore

Jennifer Militello
English
Junior

Mark Purple
English
Senior

"I think it's silly. I don't think UNH
should get involved with a religious sect.
When it comes to things like Christianity
or established religions, OK. But, when it

comes to something unfounded like that,
I don't think so.

"Sure. Everyone has aright to come onto
a college campus and say what they want
to say. It's up to the individuals to decide
if they want to be a part of that or not."

"That's ridiculous. I don't think UNH
should turn to that unless we get very
desperate."

"If there was a movement against it I
would support it. Even if the University
were getting money, I would be against it
if they had any control over the way the
University is run."
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8------=------------------------------NATIVE AMERICAN CULTURAL ASSOCIATION

OPEN LINE
a joint service of Cool
Aid Inc. and the CGLBA

Open line·is an anonymous
and confidential phone line . _· .
. service offered to:

** give
promote a positive awareness
support
·
** supply
information
and in general, help AH peopl~
concerned with gay, lesbian, and
bisexual issues.

·

·powwow

· lt ·3RD annual HARVEST FESTIVAL
OCTOBER19
10:30-3

NATIVE AMERICAN SPEAKERS &
PRESENTATIONS
NATIVE AMERICAN DRUM AND.
DANCES

3:30-5

-· OCTOBER 20
11 :00-1

NATIVE AMERICAN DRUM AND .
DANCES

Both Days: NATIVE AMERICAN CRAFTS AND PRODUCTS

·

Hours of operation:
Sunday- Thursday 6-9pm

AT: UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Sunny: BOULDER FIELD
Rainy: NEW HAMPSHIRE HALL
Follow the signs from . the center of Durha -: 1..
Admission: FREE, ALL ARE WELCOME
:hanks to membership support, donations, volunteers,

862-3922

and funding by PFO.

1-111 !!!~£~/!!!!!
l' ~ •

I.! ql.l
DODGE 15 PASSENGER VANS

$ 6 9 ■9 5

=:::.

Miles Ahe,ad In 9ualitv.

'Transportation Par 'E,~e{{ence!

-RENTAL RATESEconomy Standard
Economy Automatic
Mid .Size
Full Size
Station Wagons*
Mini Vans
Cargo Vans*
15 Passengers
Pickup Trucks*

Daily

Weekly

24.95 ·
28.95
32.95
36.95
39.95
49.95
44.95
69.95
34.95

159.95
169.95
179.95
199.95
249.95
309.95
279.95
439.95
209.95

RATES INCLUDE:

e Unlimited Mileage within New England
e 1a-20 year olds...25% Surcharge Applies

~. c
o
n .o m
y
_=
_
only

..-

LG~7f124.95
per . day

e Pick Up & Delivery
e All new 1990-1991 Fuel Efficient Models

We honor all major credit cards & cash.

C,~~.&U§i
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Parel)ts pitch in to support campus
Donations total $75,000

President Bush will
campaign in New
Hampshire in person
President Bush will campaign in New Hampshire, according to John Sununu, White House Chief of Staff. Although
President Bush has not yet made a fonnal announcement
of his candidacy, he will make an official declaration of
candidacy in New Hampshire. He may legally be a
candidate in New Hampshire when he files in December,
but he won't be a national candidate until he makes a
formal declaration, probably in late January. Sununu
made it clear that it will be a Bush-Quayle ticket.

New Hampshire Named
Most Livable State
In a poll that was recently conducted, New Hampshire was
named the most livable state. The state rankings were
published by Morgan Quitno Corp. The states were
ranked using government statistics in 28 categories. The
categories ranged from education expenditures and marriage rate to crime rate and tax burden. New Hampshire
was rated first followed by Minnesota, Utah, South Dakota, and Idaho. This reference book is mostly purchased
by reference libraries, and will probably be used by people
and businesses that are thinking of relocating.

More New Hampshire
Air Space May Be

were given to students who have
demonstrated high academic
achievement and involvement and
who have contributed public service
The campus will be safer and the to the University.
library will improve after last
The recipient programs are deweekend's Parents' Weekend. ·
termined by a committee selected
During Parents' Weekend, the from and appointed by the Parents'
Parent's Association presented UNH Council. The Parents' Council is a
with more than $75,000 to enhance group of volunteers who serve on an
undergraduate education.
advisory board, according to Sue
Carol and Fred Weismann, co- Smith, director of constituency capipresidents of the association, said the tal campaigns. The selected commitmoney will provide funding in four tee, called the gift committee, deareas. Dimond Library received termines who will receive a "gift."
$27,000; the Undergraduate Research
"Activity fund raising is a yearand Opportunities Program received long effort," said Smith. "Fifty per$40,000; about $3,700 was given to- cent of my job is dedicated to it."
ward campus safety; and $5,075 was
The Parents' Association is con,iven for student awards and projects. ducting a three-week long phone-aEric Decker, a senior electrical thon in an attempt to reach and ask
engineering major, and Bryan Mitchell, every UNH parent for a donation.
a junior English major, were each
"As a New Hampshire parent, I
awarded $1000 from the money given feel very strongly about continuing
~oward student awards. The awards to support the University in this way,"
By Julie Croteau
TNH Staff

'

said Fred Weismann. "I think we are
beginning to show our significant
potential in tenns of raising funds."
UNH parents showed their support by donating more than $106,000
in fiscal year 1990, which is a 45
percent increase over the previous
year.
Their financial support goes
beyond the standard tuition bill,
which covers less than half the cost
of education at UNH. State appropriations supply another 30 percent,
while the remainder comes from all
other sources, including the Parents'
Fund.
"This extra support from UNH
parents is extraordinarily generous.
Parents understand, perhaps best of
all the University's constituencies,
how critical and important investing
in an education is to our future," said
Walter Eggers, provost and vice
president for Academic Affairs. "We
are grateful for their support."

.

Used For training
There may be an increased use of New Hampshire air
space for training because there is a need to update com bat
crew skills. The Council on Resource Development will
review proposals by the Air Force to use the expanded
operating area, which covers New Hampshire and overlaps into Vermont. The area would be used for training on
F-16 fighters. This area is already used for training on
slower A-10 close air support craft, but the Air National
Guard says that technical requirements on the F-16s call
for modification to special use airspace in the northeast.

New Hampshire May Have
Mandatory Emissions Tests
State lawmakers are preparing plans for mandatory tailpipe
inspections that will enable New Hampshire to meet
federal clean air guidelines. The Clean Air Act requires
that New Hampshire have such a law by November of
1992. There will be a public hearing Thursday on a draft
of the state plan before a group from the House Environment and Agriculture Committee. With this plan, all cars
newer than 1968 would be required to have annual testing.
It is estimated that the cost of the tests will run from $12
to $17. Air quality surveys show that emissions tests need
to be done in New Hampshire's four most southern counties: Chesire, Hillsborough, Rockingham, and Strafford.

Welfare Programs Reaching
Record Highs in
New Hampshire
Food stamps and other welfare programs are reaching
record numbers in New Hampshire. Many factors combine to get this result: the poor economy, people being out
of work for long periods, and federal guidelines. The last
time this number was so high in New Hampshire was in the
early 1980s. Last November, the number of people who
were getting food stamps in New Hampshire was 15,598,
at the end ofAugust it had climbed to 21,999. New federal
eligibility requirements are .expected to make even more
people eligible which would further increase the caseloads.

Dimond Library receives money from the Parents ' Association (Amy Kinsella photo).

Cam pus look shap es up
By Tracy Miller
TNH Staff
Every day people notice UNH
crews mowing the lawns, paving roads
and setting up tables for special events.
The crew, the Grounds and Roads
Department, is kept busy maintaining
and cleaning campus.
During the summer, the department reconstructed the sidewalk from
Grant House to Main Street. Right now
crews are working on lawn renovations
along thi s area and also on the
President's lawn due to flooding
problems, according to Ron Lavoie,
manager of Grounds and Roads.
A 14-car parking lot will be constructed near Rice House for University Police and people· dealing with
parking fines. Also, a new roof is being
built on Snively Arena.
The department recent! y did landscaping near Thompson School for

Applied Science, according to Robert Bennett, gardener and assistant to
Lavoie.
Several renovations are in store
for next year. Lavoie said College
Road from Mam Street to Mill Road
will be rebuilt and resurfaced. There
will also be necessary sidewalk repairs in the Murkland area to en. urc
safety.
During this month, Grounds and
Maintenance will meet and dccidl;
what projects will be completed th1 ,
year. Afterward a committee associated with the University and Grounds
and Maintenance will decide what
projects can and will be funded this
year.
The department is given an operating budget, used to pay for materials for small projects. Lavoie said
the department also has a labor
budget, a salary for everyday work,
to keep the campus safe and neat.
Filling pot holes and cleaning brush

from trees are examples of small
projects.
For larger projects on campus,
funds come from the Renovations
and Repairs fund. For example,
. 1dewalk repairs done this summer
o t $744 in materials and over
~.000 m labor.
Th._, t.'.lt gives the University
about $2 million per year for this
1und. The Grounds and Roads Department must abide by state safety
regulations.
The Grounds and Maintenance
Department is responsible for moving departments and setting up social
events. The department sets up for
graduation ceremonies, concerts and
picnics. Fallen brush from Hurricane
Bob caused many extra days of work
for the Grounds and Maintenance
Department.
"When the hurricane hit, it
caused so much damage that we
were set back two weeks," Lavoie
said.
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CELEBRATE

+

National Coming Out Day

*+

Oct. 11 th-Priday

At the University Of New Hampshire

12:00 noon- out on campus- An open forum....1..
gay, lesbian and bisexual
T
students, faculty, staff and
community members share
*2:00
their coming out stories and
discuss what it's Dke to be out on
campus. Friends and supporters
welcome!
Hillsborough/SuWvan RIVJ
3:00
Torch Song Trilogy
an atruming movie abou~ being
gay and living gay~ Health Services
Conference Rm
5:00
7:30
Coffee House- ·
entertainment extraordillaire
bring
instruments and voices
Hillsborough/Sullivan Rm .
:Keith Haring commemorative T-shirts
and posters will be on sale through out
the day
Need more information?
Call Health Education 3823 \

I

-+
+1
*
•
*
+
♦

♦

Sponsored by the omce or Health edusadon and
Promotln, Health Services and Campus Gay, Lesbian,
'
and Blse:xual Alliance

WE'RE BACK!

SAFE WALKS
Can you volunteer a couple
of hours a week?
If so then we need vou I

SAFE WALKS, the
volunteer student
•
walking service
needs
•dispatch
•provide
· walking

• publicize
• help recruit
• and more ...

No experience necessary, we will
train!
Get involved!
Help make UNH a better place to live!

1\j1l~I~I~lI~l~lI~~Il~alm~IRlll~l1IIlDII~l~lllllHfllill:~•l1l1IIlll.ll1lllD.IH1ll]Ijl~~i~~1II]l

==!::!:: :
DIAL. 862-3554 -: ANY NIGHT .FROM
3:00 TO MIDNIGHT AND SELECT THE
TAPE:YOU ,. WISHTO HEAR.THE
TAPES:.RUN:ABOUT 6 MINUTES. IF
YOU HAtVE _ANY QUESTIONS OR _JUST
WANT- 0-TALKWHEN.THETAPE IS
OVER, A COOLI-AID MEMBER WILL
COME BACK ON THE LINE! . .
OUR.-HOTLINE NUMBER IS
. -8 62-2293

HEALTH REAL TED ISSUES

STRESS AND ANXIETY

I've been raped, what do I do?...#315
: . Coping with stress ...#38
Aquaintance rape ... i319 .
· Coping with anxiety...#30
·Anorexia Nervosa and Bulimia...1215
· Understanding grief...#85
Dealing with an alcoholic parent ..#479
Death and dying... #84
Early signs of a drinking problen ...#160 · ·· . How to handle fears ... #33
Responsible decisions about drinking.:.#161 · :;· Conflict and meditation...#312
Herpes symptoms and diagnosis...1209 ·
Relaxation exercises ...#37
AIDS-Reducing the risks ... #225
AIDS-Symptoms and diagnosis...#218 , _. ·

FRIENDSHIP AND DA TING ·
SELF IMPROVEMENT .
Time management. ..#15
Self-Assertiveness ... #402 . ·
Standing up for yourself...#10
Building self-esteemed confidence ... #35
Leaming to accept yourself... #44 .
Becoming independent from parents... #478
. · Th& Value and use of self-talk. ••#36 .
·. What is counseling and
do l__use it? ..·.#61 _:

how

Friendship building ... #1
Helping a friend ... #90
Dating skills.. ~#18
Infatuation or love? ... #70,
Considerations in looking for a mate ... #71
Types of intimacy ... #3
Physical intimacy... #4·
Coping with a broken relationship... #83

ANGER
Dealing with anger...#8
Fighting constructively ...#5
.
Understanding an~ dealing with jealousy... #9
Expressing negative thoughts and feeling ... #6 .
Dealing with constructive criticism ... #24

DEPRESSION
What is depression? ...#431
How to deal with depression ... #432
How to deal with lonliness... #32
Recognizing suicidal feelings in others... #492

SEXUALITY .
Female sex roles .. :#39
Female homosexuality ... #20
Female orgasm problems... #22
Male sex roles ... #40 ·
Male homosexuality ... #21
Dealing with impotence ... #23
Timing problems in male sexuality... #24
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•Conduct Board sees jump in
number of cases this semester
Frompagel
Conduct System Overseers Committee. Smith said the basic reason for the incr~se in cases is an
increase in reporting of infractions.
She did not know if this related to
an increase in misconduct on the
part of students.
"It's possible that the R.A.s
are more strict," Smith said, "or
that students may be trying more."
This could be because consequences "haven't been drilled into
them as much as last year," she
said.
"Last year was perceived as
the year of the big crack-down,"
said Scott Chesney, director of
Residential Programs. "Because
we told people up-front what the
consequences would be [for being
caught partying], people were not
as prone to testing the rules."
Chesney said the new policy
is less up-front and is "clearly resulting in more evictions."
Because of greater flexibility
given to them, R.A.s may be more
prone to report misconduct when
eviction is not automatic, Smith
said. The "You Party, You Pack"
posters, which used to hang in all
residence halls, have been taken

down and R.A.s have been given the benefit of returning students to
more choices of how to deal with pass along established standards
punishments, Smith said.
and expectations," she said.
The opening of the Gables "Woodside' s returning population
may also have affected the number adds stability."
of cases before the Student ConThe increase in caseloads has
duct Board, according to Chesney. not created a backlog of cases,
"Opening the new apartments according to Brueggemann. She
is bound to have an impact on said the six boards, each consistmany aspects of the Universtity," ing of three students and two facsaid Barbara Paiton, director of ulty or staff members, are keeping
Housing.
up with the cases presented to them.
According to Paiton, the The board has not exceeded the
Gables have increased the total one to two week time frame it
University residence population by allows for processing a case.
13 percent and has doubled the
Some reported cases are not
apartment population.
arbitrated by a conduct board, ac"More students is likely to cording to Smith. The case will not
mean more cases," Paiton said. "I go before the board if the reporter
don't think that the Gables have and the accused can determine, in
provided an unreasonable a preliminary meeting, who is..reamount."
sponsible and what is the punishBecause more people may be ment, she said.
caught at a party in an apartment
The 40 to 50 board positions
party than a dorm room, Paiton are volunteer positions. Boards are
saidthenumberofindividualcases picked and assigned at random,
may appear to be higher than nor- except for cases involving an ormal.
ganization. If a fraternity or sororThe lack of returning students ity is called before the board, one
to the Gables could have influ- member of the board must be a
enced the number of cases, ac- representative of the Greek syscording to Paiton. "We don't have tem, Brueggemann said.

•Lead paint still a potential
threat for communities
From page 1
at the Dover housing projects)," Larson
said.
"The problem of lead is a sensitive
issue because at this time the main victims
of lead poisoning are children who've eaten
chips of the paint and that happens most
often in lower income areas where old paint
is peeling and exposed."
At the University, students are not likely
to be exposed to lead from peeling paint,
Larson said. Old paint is usually removed
before it begins to peel, and the students will
not absorb lead unless they eat the chips,
Larson said.
Larson pointed out that other sources
ofleadincludegroundwaterwhichnaturally
contains some lead. Acidity in water can
also draw lead into water from solder joints
in plumbing pipes. He said that highly acidic
water will absorb lead at a high rate, but it
can be controlled.
David Andrade, a Newmarket building
inspector, dealt with an acidity problem in
1988 when two Newmarket wells were
found to have a high lead content. According to Andrade, the problem was corrected
by adding lime to the water, which makes

the water less acidic.
Andrade said water in New England is
almost always acidic. "Anyone who has a
well in this area should have it tested."
Larson said the news on lead is good
because the primary source of lead used to
be leaded gasoline, which has been banned
in this state and most others.
Larson said most lead poisoning cases
in adults occur when paint is being removed
with a heat plate or paint sander. A heat plate
vaporizes lead, allowing it to be inhaled. A
sander also produces dust which can also be
inhaled.
"These cases are preventable" Larson
~aid. He explained that at UNH, paint is
removed by a "wet removal process" which
does not allow fumes or dust to escape. This
method is now the standard practice in most
places, and it will probably be used in the
Dover projects, Larson said.
Federal laws require that all public
housing built since 1978, when lead-based
paint was outlawed, be tested for lead content. Similar tests will be conducted at
Portsmouth, Rochester, and Manchester
public housing projects, with work expected
to be completed this winter.
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ADVERFISING DEADLINES
•Ads appearing in Friday's
papermust be in by 1p.m.
on Wednesday.
•Ads appearing in Tuesday's
paper must be in by 1p.m.
on Friday.
THESE DEADLINES WERE
NOT MADE TO BE BROKEN

Put in your 2¢ worth.
Write a letter to the editor or
to the Forum.
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It's our building,
Will it be our vote?
The Memorial Union Building is the
students' building (or the closest thing we
have to our own building on this campus).
But not many students know what the
MUB Board of Governors does or whether
it is doing its job.
And despite the fact that the MUB
board controls how the MUB is run and
oversees the physical conditions surrounding almost every student organization
on campus, most students don't know what
real control th_ey have over this board.
With a new proposal currently in front
of the board, students may be able to have
more say in how the building is run.
A chance to get students involved in
the decisions that affect the MUB should
be seized before it slips away and the
administration takes total control of "our"
building.

ETTERS
~:::r.o.~iiE:El:)i.TfiR::~
·····,·················

Mikhail
To the editor:
I have been thinking about the
state of today's economy over the
last few months, while over the
weekend we heard of the large
nuclear disarmaments that are occurring within the United States
and the Soviet Union. And although it is a cliched line, I began
to think that perhaps to paraphrase
Dickens, "It is the best of times. It
is the worst of times."
The seemingly impossible
events that are developing
throughout the world brought
, flashbacks of earlier times in my
life, and how the world today is a
very different place than those
carefree days. It seems like only
yesterday, but it was over twenty
years ago that I was a young boy,
filled with passion and excitement.
And at that time, I saw a then Paul
McCartney walk out in front of
thousands of people in Shea stadium to sing his ballad that became
a standard within the American
musical scene:

Michelle, my belle.
These are words that go together well.
My Michelle.
And now, almost 25 years later, as
I was watching on television an
older and grayer and slightly jowly

Up until now, the board has been relatively closed to student opinion or to people
who want to join the board. Although it is
a decision-making body, the board does
not hold elections.
Students have already suffered from
the lack of voice they have on the board.
Vacant student positions are common on
the board because students don't know
enough about the position or aren't interested.
Last year, the administration plowed
through plans to put Interactive Television
into the MUB with little opposition from
the board.
Although Student/Senate leaders were
upset that the studio was being put in,
instead of facilities for student use, the
MUB board, the board that might have
actually been able to do something to

Paul McCartney walked out in
front of hundreds of thousands of
people in England's Wembley
Stadium, and sang a reprieve of
the same song that will now become a part of American social
history - one which reflects the
monumental changes that have
occurred in the world, such as the
tearing down of the Berlin Wall,
and the recent events in the Soviet
Union:
Mikhail, my belle.
He's a Red that we used to tell
to go to hell,
Now we think he's swell.
Mikhail, my belle.
Kiss George Bush - and Barbara, Oh what the hell,
She won't kiss and tell.
Cause it's Glasnost, it's
Glasnost, it's Gla-ha-has-nost.
That Barbara, boys she's hot.
A Nancy Reagan she's not.
But she '11 say-the-on-lywords-she-knows-that-you '11
understand:
Mikhail.
Steve Bornstein
Assistant Professor
of Communications

Trust funds
To the editor:
The University of New
Hampshire should create a trust
fund for each one of its departments. A telethon that had administrators, faculty, and students
working together would probably
raise a lot of money for the trust
funds. The principal in a trust fund

should not be touched. The interest from the trust fund should be
used for departmental activities.
Some of the interest that a
department receives from the trust
fund should be used in the following ways, which will enhance a
student's academic experiences at
the UniversityofNew Hampshire.
The department should create and
fund a center that will be open
from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Sunday
through Friday where students can
go to get help with their class work.
When a professor has taught a
class before, transcripts which
should include drawings and
graphs should be provided to the
students at the beginning of the
semester and cost them nothing.
When a professor has not taught a
class before, copies of the notes
that the professor will be using
during the semester should be
provided to the students at the
beginning of the semester and cost
them nothing. Classes should be
videotaped and students should not
be charged for copi~s of the videotapes. (A department might be
able to obtain money for its trust
fund from the sale of transcripts ·
and videotapes to non-students).
Textbooks should be provided to
students and cost them nothing.
Professors and students in the
department should be the ones
deciding how the rest of the interest
from the trust fund is used.
The University of New
Hampshire should also create trust
fundsforthefollowing: thelibrary,
Training in Academic Skills Center, field experience, health ser-

change the situation, remained relatively
quiet.
It is not a totally student run committee, but students do make up a good portion of the board. The MUB Board of
Governors decides on room assignments
for organizations, helps plans construction in .the building and oversees the
general operation of the MUB.
In the past, the board has interviewed
applicants, and then members have decided who will be admitted to the board.
There has been no reason for the board to
fear making a decision that will be unpopular with the-student body.
If students want to have a building
they can call their own on campus, they
have to at least take some responsibility
and grab the- chance to help run the
building.

vices, student scholarships, student loans, student room and board,
student tuition, faculty salaries,
building construction and maintenance, energy, a medical school,
and a law school.
Trust funds would help the
University of New Hampshire
support itself and would provide
the students with a better academic
and nonacademic environment.
Kenneth Scot Stremsky

Drunk
driving
To the editor:
My niece, Peggy (Rich)
Rapp graduated from UNH in the
class of 1962. Last weekend her
son, Robert, w:is killed in a headon collision with a drunken driver
who had a previous DWI convic
LETTERS, see page
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.ROMANCE and QUIET MOMENTS
IN OUR PRIVATE HOT 11.JB ROOM RENTAlS.

• SHOWERS, DRESSING AREA AND STEREO IN EAal 11JB ROOM•
SUITE w/VIDEO PLAYER & LOUNGE AREA• TOWEIS AND HAIR DRYERS FURNISHED

Introducing l{ecreational Rowing
for the
University Com1nunity

862-1008
rm. 146
MUB

IWDAUtJlt,.;

eekly Meetings
• Wednesdays
6pm
.

. . . . . . .3
Rec Sports/Crew will conduct a five week introductory instructional/fitness pm~ 1am

October 14 and November 15
for all interested Rec Pass holders currently not eligible for or unable to ma~r~
a commitment to the intercollegiate crew program. Individuals would get supen ,sed
instruction and practice in eight oared shells either twice or three times per week
depending on their interest and availability. Emphasis will be placed on
teaching rowing and boat handling skills while enjoying the beautiful
Oyster River and Little Bay environment.

Registration:

The PSN has a resource· center containing
publications concerning environmental and
political issues - all are invited to stop by rm
146 and use these resources anytime.
Check our calendar for scheduled talks.
this ad funded by PfO

Nishiki

Starting Monday, October 7 register im room 151, Field House and
specify MON/WED/FRI 12:00 to l :30 or TUES/THURS 12:00 to 1:30. The cost i,
twenty five dollars ($25.00) per participant. Call 862-2057 tor more inforrr-ltic,n

Haro

Bicy~les
868-5634

Made in U.S.A.

DURHAM BIK
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RHAM NH 03824
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The Olivz oil up for a lessthan-average Saturday night

By Heather Osborne
TNH Staff

Saturday night can be more of a curse
than a blessing. Let's say that maybe Friday
night was just too much fun and the prospect
of having to go out and participate in a
whole other night of cultural and social
activities is actually painful. One would
think in this case that the best thing to do
would be to settle on the couch for the night
with a mindless movie and a large bag of
Cool Ranch Fritos (or something equally
gross and unhealthy). Not so.
This past Saturday night at the Stone
Church was theperfectopportunitytoremain
more or less disconnected and still have a
good time. The Olivz arrived in their customized '56 Chevy schoolbus to play for a
crowd of approximately 75 (give or take a
few) and managed to meet the musical
needs of just about every person there.
The Olivz, who were formerly Father
Nature, have been playing together since
1985. Vocalist/guitarist Leo Ganley said
that he and fellow bandmembers D. Sean
Sumner (drums), Bill Boyd (bassist), and
George Chambers (guitarist) decided to
change their name because it was more
neutral. Ganley said that he hoped that rather
than label the band, the new name would
"let the music do the talking."
The music was a somewhat eclectic

•

conversationalist, Grateful Dead/R.E.M.-type of sound. The
but it certainly mostmemorablesongswerelighteronguitar
spoke a language and stronger on vocals.
that most of the
While it was easy to name individual
crowd could un- songs, it became increasingly difficult to
derstand at one classify the band as a whole. Not one person
point or another. in the place had a similar reaction to what
None of the songs was being played. There were people who
that were played looked as if they would remain glued to
seemed to have any their chair or barstool until doomsday;
connection to one couples slow-dancing amidst groups of
another, but all to- frenzied rug-cutters; wallflowers doing a
ge th er sounded great deal of people-watching and occamuch like a decent sional toe-tapping; and casual clumps of
mix tape. Starting talkers scattered throughout the room. None
with a cover of the of them stayed in the same place for too
Beatles' "Why long, though. Each person took a turn doing
Don't We Do It In the other's "job" and by the end of the night,
The Road," The virtually everyone was dancing. It was as if
Olivz wound their The Olivz were offering a little piece of
way through a everything to reach the motivated and the
whole succession worn-out alike.
of different musiAccording to Ganley, "people are
cal styles, such as staying home these days, but (The Olivz)
those of Led Zep- are the band they're coming out to see."
pelin, The Cure, Their variety of styles combined with their
and Neil Young. musical ability make the "going-throughThey _also phwed the-motions" Saturday evening less-thansome original ma- average and more fun than a hangover might
terial, which had a .warrant.

Ill

The Olivz are George Chambers,, Leo Ganley, Bil

, -u;r:rest, sreiil~ieas
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By :13:rett>L~slie Freese
TNH Staff
Watch along the mountain rim and see the
morning birth
listen for the wind song through the tree
Feel the life a'springingfr om Mon-o-lah,
the earth
And you' ltknow The Way of all the
Cherokee.
--"The"Edu..cation of Little Tree"

WitK~;klpublication of Forrest Carter's

"The Educatioi1 of Little Tree," (University

of l'Tew:M~xico Press/$10.95), this ageless
claSfilE?which illuminates the mind and
mqy¢.~'. !l)e :-solll. is once again available to
rea4.~fi'.~ v~~_here. It is the heartwarming
auioijlqgraphy :of a half-Cherokee Indian,
Littl~/t'-tee:'.{a.k.a Forrest Carter), who goes
to liye.Witiihis grandparents in the Tennessee mountains; during the Depression era,
after be is, orphaned as a young boy. Little
Tree gain~ from·them an invaluable education: beJ~s _'J:he Way of his people and
how}9>giy.~;~frr1self "to nature, not trying to
sulx.fµ~U, tif:pe~ert it, but to live with it." A
magrimcentjyrical evocation of the Native
American experience, "The Educatior. of
Little/free" concludes with the boy's coming 9.('8e. : : :;
Each of·the chapters of "Little Tree" are

/:'.\.:i,:\( ,.;-:-:,,-) :;·:-:::

·.·.·.·.· .·.·.·.•,· -.•..·,:.:..... ·. .

lik~::fi~;ly ~~ched vignettes th
essence of the human conditi
amusing, often tender descri
mountain men who befriend
his grandparents. For exam
Mr. Wine is a Jewish clockm
troducesUttle Tree to apples,
and the Kodakcamera. Just
the gamut ofeinotions one un
r~ping:"LittleTree" oscillates
and joy~ sorrow and mirth, an
Overall, the soory is sentimen
treacly,_partictllarly in those
scribing the.;iela#onship betw
and .his stoJicl yet loving
However, tl:iis is what ultimat
book iis'. deptll and warmth.
Forr~t.(:;art~r's book is esp
tive because th~ young narra
oui accounts.qfpeople 's actio
siv~ comm~t>.t,icy on racial pr
exampl~~·· a) dui-poor black
angrily.returns pair of moc
Tree has given. to his daughte
refuses to acc;;ept anything f
savagesr Thitgives the reade
ref'!~µp.n . 9f. .: ~ow those peo
stignfatized:b.Y)ociety somet ·
shun.oµier segments of society,
a harrowing depiction of the
hatre<f'.for the ·Indian, the re

a

orphanage~

where Little Tree

stays, ferociously whips the

Bobhouse brings as much
color as possible to Nick's

Boyd, and D. Sean Sumner

By Birger Dahl
TNH Staff
There was a subtle tension in the air last
Wednesday night at Nick's, as .Bobhouse
made one of their few appearances in the
town of Durham.
As Bobhouse fans slowly piled into the
bar, some of them still recovering from the
Stone Church performance last Saturday,
they were greeted by Nick's regulars.
The night would bring Bobhouse fans
to their feet and get them dancing, and make
them forget about the people who gave
unfriendly glances from the bar, cursing
about the $3 cover charge and all the strange
people who contaminated the bar's normally
homogeneous crowd.
Although the band is arguably the most
popularseacoastbandamongUNHstudents,
gigs on campus or in its town are few and far
between.
Aside from benefit performances in the
MUB that the band does from time to time,
Bobhouse fans almost always have to
transport themselves to Newmarket, Portsmouth or Kittery. Some have even traveled
down to see a gig or two at Bunratty's in
Boston.
For some fans, any chance to see
Bobhouse is worth the hike. Going to Nick's,
however, seems to be a formidable impediment to even a die-hard Bobhouse fan.

.· •,.,:-:-:•-:•:•.•.•:-.•,·.·:·.·

tconvey the ~attliereJ&~nd 's brutality perplexes rather
m. Thereare than ¢mbitters Little Tree endears us to the
tions of the boy. ..
ittle Tree and
"Ltitle Tree" is the extraordinary work
le, the hoary of a deft storyteller. Forrest Carter's pellulker who in- cid, sparing prose is written in an appealing
nathematics, hill country .vernacular. It connotes the
s in real life, wiscioy(.~a.::deep spirituality of a people
;'!rgoes while whose µp~ipching endurance and and tena,etween pain cio~~,:\¥1~lJ9jsurvive has prevented them
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,sometimes
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Although I was going to the show to
observe, I had a hard time convincing people
to come along. One friend said he really
wanted to see them play-but he didn't like
Nick's. It was a common strain among most
of the people I asked, although some thought
the suffering would be worth it and I managed to get them to come along.
Bobhouse did manage to melt Nick's
stone cold atmosphere, although there were
times when even the band members weren't
sure it would happen.
"Is dancing allowed at Nick's?" singer
Butch Heilshom earnestly yelled across the
room to the bartender during the early stages
of the show. (It is.)
It took until the second set for people to
feel comfortable enough to actually get up
and dance. Some people, who looked as if
they had never heard Bobhouse before,
leaned against the wall and looked on,
seemingly impressed with the band's ability.
Others near the bar, however, glanced
from time to time at the band as if the music
was disturbing their drinking. Maybe the
crowd of people shaking their bodies on the
floor was annoying them, or maybe they
just wanted to hear some Led Zeppelin. (Jay
Fortin was obliged to play some in the
middle of Warehouse.)
Aside from observing the show for this

···••:•: ::::::[}{:::<

:9fhisf (tmlilid his conclusions while doing
i-es~cli\m<the former governor.
Fe daims to have "absolutely positive
documentaryproof'-which he will divulge
in greater detail at a later time-that the two
m.en are one and the same. Both men, for
y~(l}Pt~. looked alike and shared similar
#'f.itiJJistyles. The professor says that "Little
T~ef' iS. _a ''hoax" and the product of a "man
W~0J~fovented himself again and again in
·fJl~·~~ly~ars that preceded

hiideaffi.". .

.):\j~j~oi- friede, an agent who has pubfis.p~«f::fwb·-0f Forrest Carter's works, believe$ thatProfessor Carter's assessments

ar.eYiihtfue~ . :The allegation that

Forrest
~gj~ really Asa Carter dates back to a
wm&r\y~ichstarted in the 1970's. Another
ad.ide.J.riJhe Oct. 4 New York Times
~it~:w {Fri¢de: "Forrest denied it when he
i~:alfyij;·#~s:family has denied it. Anyone
who wtoteLi.ttle Tree could not have worked
fot.Geof.g~ Wallace."
· ., !'firmly stand by Ms. Friede's view.
·'The:~ijµcation of Little Tree" is a great
book,: written from the heart. Ifs a testacn¢~t<?,f)9:Y:~~nothate. The book is currently
N~i l bb.':the New York Times best seller list

fC>ipa~ftmck

ntjhffoijbn, ~.I am sure many other people
(oo.l)fle,:$~t{way. Read it and decide for

r,&~etf/o'.\J.L.F.

article, I was one of the people bouncing up
and down on the floor to some funky, fastpaced Bobhouse tunes.
I was also trying hard to enjoy the
atmosphere at Nick's- something I have
always had a hard time doing, ever since I
turned 21 about a year ago and began frequenting the downtown area.
However, before Wednesday night, I
never understood why I disliked Nick's so
much.
Maybe it was the group in the comer by
the bar that insisted on giving the Bob house
the finger, or the bartenders who had their
faces glued into stiff solemn expressions,
which made them look more like plastic,
life-sized Hulk Hogan dolls than human
beings.
For a place manned by college students,
it seems more like a hangout for a few
barstool warmers who look at unknown
faces as if they were intruders on their
sacred turf.
I was impressed that the band had actually managed to transport the Bobhouse
fans from that bar scene to Bobhouseland,
where everything revolves around guitar
riffs, gargling lyrics and Laura
Muckenhaupt's dancing.
However, next time someone calls and
asks me to a show at Nick's, I might be
inclined to agree that it isn't worth the
suffering.

The Arts
section is
looking for
original fiction
to print weekly
in a special
section of the
Arts pages. For
more
information,
call Heather at
862-1490.
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·The Video Movie Palace
is now located at:
13 Jenkins Court
868-1606
Behind Durham Fitness Center

Free Membership
· $2.00 Rentals
Student ID Required
Hours: 2:00 - 10:00 Mon-Thurs
2:00 - 11 :00 Fri-Sun

"****

rousing, robust
The most RIP-ROARING.
and briskly entertaining 'Hamlet' ever."
- I.am frJSl'tlla . I'S MAGAZINE

MEL GIBSON GLENN CLOSE

HAM·LET

A FRANCO ZEFFIRELLI FILM
WARNER BROS. AND NELSON ENTERTAINMENT PRESENT
AN ICON PRODUCTIO~ -~ FRANCO ZEFFIRELLI FllM MEL GIBSON GLENN CLOSE "HAMLET" ALAN BATES
PAUL SCOFIELD IAN HOLM HELENA BONHAM-CARTER '"'I\ ENNIO MORRICONE •: : BRUCE DAVEY
'"'/:1~'/i'\1 WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE """"llCHRISTOPHER DE VORE& FRANCO ZEFFIRELLI
WDYSON,LOVELL,"'",' 'W,FRA,NC0 ZE,FFIRELLI ~ ..
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It's Homecoming 1991
It's Mel Gibson!
It's Glenn Close!
It's Hamlet!
It's Awesome!
There are t~o sho~s on
Thursday October 10th
7:00pm and 9:30prn
In the Strafford Room
$1.00
$2.00

-

SAFO students with I.D All other Homecoming
•
fanatics.

-------- --
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Recycling Day 1991
By Corrina Roman
Wednesday, October 9, 1991 has been designated as
Recycling Day at the University of New Hampshire. This
day has been set aside to promote the U.N.H. Recycling
Program as well as to educate the U.N.H. community to
the importance of recycling. The U.N.H. Administration
is committed to recycling as a means of dealing with our
ever growing amount of solid waste. This commitment is
important for ecological as well as economical reasons.
We are all aware of the impact that industrialized
nations are having on the environment. The issues of
environmental responsibility are becoming more
mainstream every day. We know that our landfills are
full, and that even if they were not full, the safety of
burying trash is questionable. Incinerators are leaving us

with an equal if not greater amount of environmental
headaches to deal with. When we burn trash, we release
toxic metals and dioxins into our atmosphere, and the
products given off contribute to pollution and the acid rain
problem. As if that is not enough, incinerators also
produce toxic ash which needs to be landfilled.
Recycling is our only responsible option for dealing
with our solid waste. In addition to making a positive
impact on the environment, recycling has an economic
bonus. Statistics show that recycling costs the University
less than either landfilling or incineration. For economy's
sake, U.N.H. has a vested interest in making our recycling
program work. Landfilling or incinerating our trash will
cost U.N.H. more money, costs which ultimately will be

What's your excuse? 1\.'\
By Corrina Roman

...
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Old habits are hard to break. For most of us, there, it is just a matter of taking recyclables to the
recycling is a new process to learn, and at first may not nearest recycling station. Sound simple? It is.
seem worth the effort. Wouldn't it be easier to just to toss
Sometimes people are hesitant to recycle, because
our trash and not worry
they don't know what is or is not
about separating and
recyclable as every program is
recycling it?
different. U.N.H. has signs up
U.N.H. is fortunate to
"Break your old habit of tossing at every station, and a new
have a recycling program
brochure coming out that alerts
trash, and get into the recycling community
that is both easy and
members to what is
habit." -- Corrina Roman
effective. It is easy in
and what is not recyclable. Take
that there are roughly350
a few minutes to learn this
recycling stations on
information. From there, you
campus that only require
will find how habit forming
one main separation - paper vs. containers. When recycling is.
members of the U.N.H. community know what is and is
If the bins are overflowing in your building, talk to the
not recyclable and contamination in stations is low, the recycling coordinator in your building and help set up a
recycling program is an effective means of preserving system to empty bins more often. The more organization
our natural resources and cutting costs.
and help each building has, the more effective the
So, why then won't people recycle? One of the most program wi II be.
common excuses that I have heard is that it is not
This Recycling Day, make it a point to learn the basics
convenient. A little planning can incorporate trash of recycling. Comm it yourself to the three basic concepts
separation into daily life. A cardboard box next to your of conservation- reduce, reuse, recycle. Break your old
trash can for recyclables helps tremendously. From habit of tossing trash, and get into the recycling habit.

to
rOOJil
..1s1.: 1n -

the
·. -MUB.

Deadlines
are
T9esdays

a·nd
Fridays at
2 p.m.

passed on to students.
Recycling also plays a fundamental role in conserving
our natural resources. We can reuse aluminum cans to
make new aluminum cans, and paper can be recycled
and used to manufacture new paper products. It also
takes less energy (i.e. fossil fuels) to manufacture products
from recycled sources than from virgin resources.
The U.N.H. recycling program gives the U.N.H.
community the opportunity to play a positive role in
preserving our environment and natural resources for
our descendants. It also gives us a chance to cut costs
at the University, costs that ultimately will be passed on
to the student population.

Corrina Roman is a senior at UNH.

THE 1992
PRESIDENTIAL
PRIMARY BALLOT
FOR A TYPICAL SMALL
WHITE MOUNTAIN
TOWN IN N.H.
Re pub Ii can (VOTE ONE):

D ~ n George ~sh
D Harold Stassen

□

Nackeyloeb

Democrat (VOTE ONE):

□
D

D

Paul Tsomebody
Bo~ry~ry?cry
--K&rsey C~es ?
Tom Whatshisname

□ Rev. C:!Jv. Doug Ias L. Jackson
□ Rev. Gov. Jerry Brown
some shopkeeper in Nashua
□ who just wanted his name on

It is your move.
Submit

•. F12!~~~
tTti

□
□

ballot
Boris Ye I ts in
George McGovern
-

_/

'

By R.J. Burns

_
Tired -of ~1unk mail'-!?
To cut down on the amount of junk mail you
receive, 9end your name {v.,ith ~II ~pel ling variations) . .
and addr~ssJo: . ·
. · .· .. ·
·
· Mail Preference Servic;;e ·
c/o Direct Marketing As·sociation
P.O. Box 3861
NewYdrk, N.Y. 10163-386.1
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tion. Robert was a Junior at NC ·
State in Chapel Hill, NC. How
much longer must we allow this
sort of carnage to happen? We
tend to ignore it until it strikes
close to home.
Robert's father died from
cancer about two years ago. He
leaves his mother and two sisters.
Alison, a senior at U. Mass and
Johanna, a senior atRaynham, MA
high school. He was the only male
member of the family left. He will
be sorely missed.
Students, please don't
drink and drive. Better yet, just
don't drink. You can have a good
time in college without getting
drunk. I did.
I have had the privilege
of working with college students
for 35 years. They are the cream of
the crop and the promise of the
future. There is no way of knowing what Robert might have accomplished if his life had been
spared.
Sincerely yours,

Avery Rich
UNH Professor Emeritus

POOL TOURN AMENT

LONDON
ROUND TRIP FROM

$350
From BOSTON round trips starting at

BRUSSELS
LENINGRAD
MADRID
PARIS

..,.

410
CARACAS .
1033
SYDNEY
LOS ANGELES 338
118
NEW YORK

Taxes & surcharges not included. Fares subject to change.

* * * It's not too late to book your tickets home for
the holidays for our LOW fares!!***
Also: EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON THE SPOT!
Work & Study Abroad _programs 1nternational Student
& Teacner I. 0.

TOMORROW! 5-Spm in the MUB
GAMES ROOM Winner gets $50 Cat's
Closet gift certificate,
$3.00 entry fee.
WHO IS THE BEST POOL PLAYER
ATUNH?

Council Travel
BOSTON

'

NORTHEASTERN U

266-1926

424-666S

497-1497

22S-2555

HARVARD SQ

Call Ken at 2126 for more info.

V I

490
598
658
538

M.I.T.
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How American Express

helps you cover more territory.
For less money.
Become a Student Cardmember today and
get 3 roundtrips on Continental Airlines,
for only $129 or $189 each.
Only the American Express® Card offers an exciting travel program
exclusively for students-including three roundtrip certificates on
Continental Airlines. And much, much more.
Just look at the map and pick the place youtl like to visit. If
it's on your side of the Mississippi River, you can use a certificate
to fly for only $129* roundtrip. Or you can cross the
Mississippi for $189 roundtrip.
You have your pick of more than 150 cities in the
48 contiguous states. And you can fly almost anytimebecause there are no blackout dates. But you must
make your reservations within 14 days of the day you

Mei

leave. And the maximum stay is 7 days/6 nights and must include
a Saturday night.
By becoming a Student Cardmember, you'll also enjoy other
benefits from the American Express'I) Student Privileges.. Program.
Such as up to 30 minutes** of MCI long-distance calling every month
for an entire year-absolutely free. And that's just one example of
how the Card can help you save.
For just $55 a year, the Card gives you all these savings. And
it's easy to apply. Just call us (have your bank address and account
number on hand). What's more, with our special student offer, it's
easier to get the Card now while you're still in school than it may
ever be again.
So get the Card. And get ready to cover new territory on either side of our Great Continental Divide.
• Minneapolis/St. Paul, St. Louis and New Orleans are considered cities east of the Mississippi River.
•• Acredit of up to S3.70 for calls will appear on each billing statement for 12 months after enrollment. S3.70 is equal to the charges for a domestic 30-minute night/ weekend MCI Card Compatibility call and appropriate surcharges. You must enroll for this service by December 31, 1991.

CALL 1-800-942-AMEX .II,~

· Continental

Ifyou're already a Cardmember, there's no need to call. Information about your certificates will be arriving soon.

Ill

Complete terms and conditions of this travel offer will arrive wit~ your certificates. Continental Airlines alone is responsible for fulfillment of this offer. American Express assumes no liability for Continental Airlines' performance. © 1991 American Express Travel Related services Compan); Inc•

Put in your 2¢ worth.
Write a letter to the editor or
to the Forum.
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I CAN'T

BELIEVE JT..

OUR OLP C~NDFMNED

DORM rs NOW
HOUSING- FCJR MUTANT
FRESH BEINGr5.. ..
£LL 1

-SY JottN H1RTLJ;f
---------.
HOW C0ULP THIS HAPPEN? . NAH THAT CAN'T BE /T... k NII/VE AND
1

YBE

rJ Nt1N Y FRESH

IT~ TH

£"ULT OF A

T£IfJMG A

MPUS DJVER5

5Jl~l?T-

S/&f/TEO AJJNJNJSTRAT/ON
81.ARJJENEP 8Y BJGEUD&/5 T cr.rrs?
.BJN&{}/

THEY

drinkin' \)uddies
WELCOME TO
KEG MflSTER
ON ICE!

....

\

EVE.RYONES 50
GUIE.T. .. WHATSOMEONE DIE?

\, >-:---..:J
,,_

I

~

'-··-"'

SORKY OYSTAH,
I T'S THE /.IANGOVER

MIKE!
WOULD YOU
SHUT UP!
I

TALKIN:

TflLKIN' DIS RES PE.CTFUL !

WELL

,r~s

THEY DIDN'T COVER

HIS BALD SPOT!

DISRESPECTFUL ,

\

\...---,

-!j

by D Timothy Poisson

1c,QAH•.; LEC,lUQE WAS Cl2.EAT _I

l>.J..tAT'~ ll.)Ra-x;,I M,Q_~ ?.

So 11 RED1'B..lT I C..AN
Et<. ~AU.. A$l...EEP

--------.....

So "id\ cAN see ,HAT 1T IS ~ ~ , ~

'POtNT 71-tA, SUPPL4 E.Qu~

~IYIANo, ~~o

1ll ·n-n: ~ A.CEO

12.Ek:.tON \S 'Tl-\E.S\f<PlUS . ..

~I.APHOS

Surgeon General's Warning:
After conducting extensive testing with labratory rats, the

Surgeon General has determined that Laphos can cause
abnormal wart growths. Read with caution.

NIVERSITY COMICS
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ROBOTMAN® by Jim Meddick
ROBOTMAN® by Jim Meddick

1
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HELP
WANTED
"Campus Representatives needed"
Earn free trip and big commissions
by selling CANCUN, MEXICO.
For more information call toll free
at 800-755-7996 or in Connecticut at 203-975-8833.
HeatWave Vacations, Inc. is
looking for bright, personable individuals to promote our European
skiing and Caribbean Spring Break
trips. Earn free vacaction and big
paychecks. For more information,
cal1Gregoryat(800)-395-WAVE.
SPRING BREAK REPS!!! Earn
up to $3,000! Become part of a
team and sell the best spring break
trips on campus. Earn FREE
TRIPS and unlimited CASH$$.
Callnow! TAKEABREAKSTUDENT TRAVEL (617) 424-8222
or (800) 328-SAVE (Boston).
WORKSTUDY POSITION
AVAILABLE - The After School
Program at the Oyster River Elementary School has a position
available for a child care aid
Tuesday and Thursday afternoon
3 p.m.- 6 p.m. to plan and direct
sports activities with children 5 to
12 years old. Some experience
with children required. Call Chris
McConnell at 868-2310 between
3 p.m. and 6 p.m. for more information.
Travel Sales RepresentativeSTS, the leader in collegiete travel
needs motivated individuals and
groups to promote Winter/Spring
Break Trips. For Information call
STS, Ithaca, NY at 1-800-6484549.
Free Travel, Cash, and excellent
business experience!! Openings
availableforindividualsorstudent
organizations to promote the
country's most successful SPRING
BREAK tours. Call Inter-Campus
Programs at 1-800-327-6013.

Free Spring Breadk Trips to Students or Student Organizations
promoting our Spring Break
Packages. Good pay and fun. Call
CMI1-800-423-5264.
Part-time job: choose own hours,
no boss, 20 percent profit selling
personal care products. Arrange
interview w/Jay 868-3622.

raphy for Commercial & Poster
Assignments. Call (603) 666-9033
or (207) 870-9797. We place
models with agencies worldwide.

llJI

SERVICES

I

T-SHIRTS, JACKETS, CAPS,
MUGS, BUMPER STRIPS ETC.
BEST PRICES FOR ALL YOUR
IMPRINTED PROMOTIONAL
NEEDS. VISIT OUR SHOWROOM. WE HAVE SAMPLES
ON DISPLAY. IMAGE MARKETING, 130 CONGRESS ST.,
OOWN10WN PORTSMOUTH,
1-800-443-4452.
ORION RECORDING - Full service studio for production, writers, and performers. Eight track
and digital two track. $25/hour.
Peter Leavenworth, 659-2495.
BARTENDING - Fun, excellent pay, easy to learn. Convenient
evening classes. Call for free
brochure. Master Bartender
Tel. 659-3718
School.
(Newmarket).
Word Processing-Fast, accurate
$1.50 per double spaced page spell check. Resume service also
available - professional quality paper. Call 659-2359.
Fundraiser - we 're looking for a
top fraternity, sorority or student
organization that would like to
make $500-$1,500 for a one week
marketing project right on campus.
Must be organized and hard
working. Call Tadd or Megan at
(800) 592-2121.

111.i FORSALE
CHAIRS, TABLES,PICTURES,
LANPS, DISHES, BOOKS ETC.
ALL AT REASONABLE
PRICES! CONSIGNMENTS
UNLIMITED, 130 CONGRESS
ST., DOWNTOWN PORTSMOUTH, 431-7047.
'87 Honda CBR600 Hurricane;
excellent cond; very low miles;
many extras. $2,995. 433-4450.
3 RING BINDERS $.50 EACH
OR BOX OF25,$10USED REFERENCE BOOKS, CONSIGNMENTS UNLIMITED, 130
CONGRESS ST., PORTSMOUTH, 431-7047.

19" SedonaGiantMtn. Bike$200.
Models Wanted by Folio Photog-

Less than 1 yr. oId. Co1or T..V.

RCA 19" $35. Call Travis 8685653. Call, Moving soon.
FOR SALE: KAWASAKI SPECTRA 1100 - UNDER 1,100
MILES. $1,500 OR B/O. CALL
JIM (603) 382-6103.
Bike for sale Univega Vivatech
Aluminium Frame - Shimano
Components paid $650 new,
ASKING $250. Ask for Kem at
926-3780 (it's Hampton Falls, but
I'll come to you).
78" tie-dye couch $15, twin mattress $10, foam pads (80"x22"x6)
$5 ea., dishwasher $10, child bikes
$15 ea. 926-7593.
More than three million people
can't be wrong - fast food of the
90's that's actually nutritious and
filling has arrived in America. High
energy- fast, safe, and easy. Fourteen different meals to choose
from. The very latest in food
technology mix-in-a-minute

Wholesale
Screen printing
& Embroidery
e have all the
fundraising
products you

NEED!!
Special Group
Rates for UNH
organizations

Now at Durham
Fitness Center
• Full time Rep
• Rrtist on Staff
• Free Pick-up &
Deliuery

868~6605
meals. No matter how many dif-

For sale: Foosball Table. Great for
fraternity, Apt a steal at $120 or
best offer. Chris 862-8164.
GET DISTORTED. RAT pedal
$25 with battery included. Call
743-0890.
1980 Toyota Corolla for sale. Great
for parts. Best offer. Call 743-0890
or 862-1490.

I HOUSING
NEWMARKET 2 BR APT.
available immediately. $460 per
month includes heat, HW, offstreet parking and is on COAST.
Please phone 868-2281 evenings
and weekends.
DURHAM - furnished studio 2
blocks from campus. Private entrance available immediately or
Jan. 1. $350/mo. 868-6559.

!PERSONALS

ilf

Parking still available - behind
Stoke Hall. No hassles, No tickets, towings, meters!! No winter
parking ban. Call Steve 742-0643
Now!!

THIS THURSDAY SEE A MAG IC IAN AND JUGGLER.
GRANITE STATE ROOM 8:30
P.M. ADMISSION IS FREE!!!!
IT WILL BE A GREAT SHOW!
Refrigerator - Must sell. Perfect
condition - need money! $50 is
a steal. Call Mark 862-5284 and
leave message - NEVER have
warm soda again.
PETER THE MAGICIAN IS
BACK!! COME SEE HIM PERFORM INTHE GRANITE STATE
ROOM THIS THURSDAY IT'S FREEE! !!
THETA'S
PHI-KAPPA
DAYTONA MARATHON -Final standing 2 person team will
WIN a 4 day/3 night stay at the
Daytona Beach Marriott with

roundtrp airfare from USAir. How
bad do you want it??
UNH UNDER THE BIG TOP PARTICIPATE. BE THERE.
JOINTHEFUN. ITONLYHAPPENS ONCE A YEAR. IT'S
YOUR HOMECOMING!
Parking sill available behind Stoke
Hall, no hassles, no tickets, towing,
meters!! No winter parking ban.
Call Steve 742-0643 now!
HOMECOMING 1991 UNH
UNDER THE BIG TOP STARTS OCT. 9 - GET
PSYCHED FOR THE PARADE,
BONFIRE AND PEP-RALLY!!
NOW IS THE TIME!!! Applications for Spring, 1992, Semester
in London are available in Room
52, Ham-Smith. For more information, call 862-3962.
V - GWM looking for others at
UNH. Can't give more details
now but send in a personal with
your name/address or a way to get
in touch with you and leave the
rest up to me.
REG I STER FOR ALL THE
HOMECOMING EVENTS.
There's a table in the
MU!3 and CAB will be there from
12 p.m.-4 p.m. today!!
Coming Nov. 1 - Granite State
Room - PHI KAPPA THETA
presents THE DAYTONA
MARATHON - a dance marathon to benefit SHARPP.
CARNIVAL/BLOCK PARTY
EAST-WEST PARK THIS FRIDAY NIGHT!! THERE WILL BE
A TENT, DJ., FOOD, GAMES
AND FUN!!
Parking still available behind Stoke
Hall -NO hassles and no tickets.
No towing meters and no winter
parking bans - call Steve 7420643.
FRIDAY NIGHT AFTER THE
PARADE, THE BONFIRE PEPRALLY -EAST-WEST PARK.
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COME CHEER ON THE FOOTBALL
TEAM
GET
PSYCHED!!

reward will be given to an y
person(s) with the information.
Please call 862-4297 - all calls/
confirmation is confidential.

PHI KAP'S DAYTONA MARATHON - a $500 cash prize will
be awarded to the organination/
dorm floor with the most participants.

Spend a night in the Caribbean!!
Come to Gourmet Dinner 1.
Ticketsonsal eattheMUB,F riday,
Oct. 11.
·

UNH UNDER THE BIG TOP Win Alamo Ride at the Bedraces
STARTS THIS WEDNESDA Y .... 5 people per team. Takes place
THERE WILL BE CONTESTS, Thursday, Lower Quad, at 4 p.m.,
SHOWS, PRIZES, THE PA- registration $5. _
RADE, PEP RALLY, BONFIRE.
SAFEWALKS IS BACK! Please
Gourmet Dinner 1 ! !! Escape to help us help UNH. Volunteer. Call
the Islands!! Tickets on Sale at the Lisa at 862-5411.
MUB, Friday, Oct. 11.
Gourmet Dinner!! Gourmet DinFriday .... Homecoming Parade, ner!! Come Join the Fun!! Tickets
bon fire pep-rall} , carnival..... go on sale at the MUB, Friday,
starts at 5:30 p.m. UNH UNDER Oct. 11.
THE BIG TOP, coordinated by
CAB, PFO funded.
Annual HOMECOM ING PARADE - Begins at 5:30 p.m. on
Yo, thrill seekers and crime fight- Mast Road to Main Sireet to C-lot.
ers! ! SAFE WALKS NEEDS See floats, the band and LLAYOUR HELP. Volunteer by call- MAS!!!
ing Mike at 862-8757.
---------Found - a watch a field house
Stolen! taken! missing! The "Wel- Fitness Center on Friday, Sept 27.
come Back" banner on Thompson Call Diane 2-8519.
Hall lawn is gone!! and a S50

UNH UNDER THE BIG
UNH UNDER THE BIG
UNH UNDER THE BIG
HOMECOM ING 1991 FUNDED.

Emily - hope you had a great
weekend with Elaine - sorry
about Thursday. I love you Stokie.
Register for the Float Contest, the
bedraces, the banner contest, the tsh1rt contest. Great Prizes!!
Looking for something to do? We
need you!! SAFE WALKS needs
your volunteer help, so call Tim at
862-5379.
Come see the MAGICIAN AND
JUGGLER this Thursday - 8:30
p.m. Granite State Room - Admission is free - Homecoming
1991.
Is that you ..... Claudia Kaerner? To
Bonita! What's up? HAPPY 20TH
BIRTHDAY !!
I caught
you .... caught you showing you
bum) love, the other Bonita.
GET YOUR TEAMS TOGETHER
FOR
THE

BEDRACES. FIRST PRIZE IS A
LI M O R ID E F O R FOUR
HOURS . THURSDAY AT 4 p.m.
LOWER QUAD.
Have fun in MONTREA L!!
WeekendofO ct. 18-20. Transportation and beautiful Hotel included
foronly $65. CallJulie 868-7292.
D. Peter --Sparked any campfires
lately???
AJK.
Hey Red Dog,
Don't look at my bum, you dirty
bum looker! From Beanbag.
Donnajeann e--Happy birthday
once again! 19! Look forward to
this weekend when we can celebrate in style!!!!! L.
To the Vodka & Tonic Queen- nice
walk of shame. We all enjoyed it.
Come again soon.
Love your stallion freshman Delta Chi date.
Cindy (Cinderella), how's Peter?
Love your Tin Palace
telephone buddy.
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. -THE ROOMIE S

!!!STUDENTS!!.

The Departm ent of Theater and Dance
presents
The Pulitzer Prize-Wi nning Muska

AFFORDA BLE FITNESS

AT THE SEACOAST'S BEST CLUB
Sign up by October 12, 1991

$99 for -Fall Semeste
(Now through Dec. 3 I, 1991)

Indoor Pool, Aerobics, Reebok Step, Cardiova scular,
Free One-on-O nes, Nautilus, Free Weights,
Racquetball, Wallyba/1 and Lounee
246 Route 16
Somersw orth

742-21 63

HOW TO SUCCEED IN BUSINES S
WITHOU T REALL TRYING
"UPDATED FOR THE 90'S"

October 4 and 5 at 8 pm
October 9 at l 0:30 a
Ocatobe r 11 and 12 at 8 pm

J09b{S 0:/{ -I:J-{'£51'1!£/l(
P5IV.L C1('E5l'IJ'V'E ~ S CE:]\.[PE1(
UNH Students/ Employees / Alumni/ Seniors: $7.
General: $9

Tickets available at tne MUB Ticke
Office and at the door

Pu in you
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Wri te a l ette to the edit or o
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e F oru •
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Football

Yankee Conference Standings
Opponent

Points

Y.C.

Team

Overall

Next Opponent

Opponent

Points

liaiiiiii1e11rr1;11ai11a1;rl■w;;111;r&1111m1i;;1-0aatGi;t111111tt;1wii11t:; ;w1 ;1:r:1111ili@~m1:;;;t111;;r11iilii;airimw1wnr1111111r11
Rhode Island
,::

Massachusetts

2-1

32

34

2-3

59

80

Rhode Island

0-2

17

61

2-2

100

122

at UMass

Connecticut

0-2

29

56

1-4

106

146

idle

Results from 10/5/91:
Villanova 56
BU 6

UNH45
Delaware 28

Maine 19
Richmond 15

James Madison 24
UMass 7

Rhode Island 38
Brown 36

UConn 34
Yale 20

UNH Statistics
Rushing

Att. Gain Lost Net

Bourassa
Cripps
Gallagher
Griffin
TOTALS

100
29
23
33
185

504
113
98
105
820

25
0
2
33
60

Punt/Kick Returns

No.

Yards

Bryan
Bourassa

22
10

230
365

34
18
18
22
34

Griffin

Avg.

Long

Gordon
Kutz

16
7

541
217

33.8
31

43
49

Att.

Made

Long

3

32

3

UMass, 4-0
at Pepperell, MA
UNH(6-1-l) ......O O - 0
UMass .............. 1 3 - 4
Scoring: UM,
Helmuth (Wilkins) 8:47;
UM, Helmuth (Wilkins)
3:11; UM, Wilkins
(Woodside) 32:14; UM,
Arwood 36:39.
Saves: UNH, Molly
Kirchner 6; UM, Keenan 1
andSc~~5
ISAA Division 1 Poll

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Hartford
BU
Drexel
Maine
UNH
NU
Vermont
Delaware

Women's Soccer
Team

2. Connecticut
3. Santa Clara
4. North Carolina St.
5. Virginia
6. Stanford
7. Massachusetts
8. Wisconsin-Madison
9. Colorado College
10. Central Florida
11. California-Berkley
12. Hartford
13. George Mason
14. Cornell
15. Duke
16. Portland
17. James Madison
18. Santa Barbara
19. Southern Methodist
20. New Hampshire

~• " ';
..

...

.

•

l
·~

,

>

.

..

.

NAC
W-L-T

1. North Carolina

•

3-0-0
2-0-0
1-1-1
1-1-1
1-2-0
0-0-0
0-2-0
0-2-0

,,

1. UNH
2. Vermont
3. Hartford
4. Delaw.
5. Maine

3-0-0
2-1-1
2-0-0
0-3-0
0-3-0

, Soccer notes
Leah Deniger, a
junior forward on the
women's soccer team, was
named the NAC player of
the week, and the conference named freshman
forward Tiffany Johnson
rookie of the week.

..

86

TD

Long

Perry
Bourassa
Gallagher
Gamble
Chmura
McClinton
TOTALS

25
18
14
17
10
3
87

474
219
163
263
149
23
1291

5
2
2
2
1
0
12

86
58
31
61
38
3
86

3

Defense Top Three Tacklers
McGrath
Concannon
Sabb

ECAC Championships
Northern N .E. qualifier
at Methuen
Team Scores:
1. Boston College 301
302
2. Maine
303
3. UNH
305
4. Salem St.
305
Bentley
6. UMass-Lowell 310
31~
7. Harvard
313
8. Babson
315
9. Dartmouth
10. Boston Univ. 317
324
11. Middlebury
325
12. MIT
326
13. Vermont
329
14. Northeastern
15. Saint Anselm 331

W-L-T

12

1315

164-90-6

Yards

Men's· Soccer
NAC

Yards TD Long Sacks

No.

Golf

Team

Att.-Comp.-Int.

Pass Receiving

NAC Standings

Women

..

7
1
1
1
10

Yards

Soccer

-

Passing

No.

Hjelte

...

Long

Punting

Field Goals

_..,,

479
113
96
72
760

TD

Cross Country
Men
UNH 21, Maine 39,
Colby 63
at Maine
UNH top five:
26:40
1. Greg Wipf
2. Andy Charron 26:44
27: 10
5. Jeff Sallade
6. Dave Beauley 27:12
27:21
7. J.D. Wells

41
33
33

The Wildcats'
Schedule

1. Nevada
2. Furman
3. East Kentucky
4. Boise State
5. Holy Cross
6. Villanova
7. Northern Iowa
8. Sam Houston St.
9. Middle Tennessee St.
10. North East Louisiana
11. Alabama State
James Madison
13. Marshall
14. New Hampshire
15. South West Missouri St.
16. Delaware
17. Appalachian St.
18. Youngstown St.
19. Idaho
20. Southern Illinois

Sept. 7 at Marshall 23-24
Sept. 14 *UCONN 21-16
Sept. 21 Hofstra 48-28
38-20
Sept. 28 *Maine
Oct. 5 *at Delaw. 45-28
Oct. 12 *Richmond
Oct.19 Open
Oct. 26 at Northeastern
Nov. 2 *Boston Univ.
Nov. 9 *at Villanova
Nov. 16 *Rhode Island
Nov. 23 *at UMASS

Catwalk Report

The Yankee
Forecast
The Yankee Forecast picked five out of six
games correctly last week.
It won with Holy Cross,
James Madison, Villanova,
Northeastern, and UConn.
It lost with Delaware, who
fell to UNH. It has now
gotten nineteen out of 25
correct. Look for this
weekend's picks in Friday's
edition.

The attendance
needed to get up to the
9,100 average for the rest
of the games is now
10,384.3 per game.

I

The Line
UNHover
Richmond by 12
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Turnovers killed Delaware · Men's x-country

dustSopponents

'Cats take every opportunity

.,,

Hens' Jim Lazarski fui,ibled the UNH lead to 10. They couldn't
ball on their second play from come back. Every drive the Hens
scrimmage. Defensive back Greg started was squelched by a tum. ··,: .··
Lewis scooped up the ball and over.
returned it to the Delaware 33
At the 8:51 mark, Nate
··. ::: -:-.
yardline. The Cats eventually Bryan intercepted Vergantino at
kicked a field goal.
the UNH 30 yardline terminating
In the second quarter, a Delaware threat.
Anthony Ventresca fumbled a
At the 7:00 mark, AnUNH puntand subsequently, UNH thony Ventresca fumbled his secscored on a 33-yard touchdown ond punt return, forfeiting the ball
run by Barry Bourassa.
· to Jim Concannon on the Delaware
In the fourth quarter, 41 yardline.
Sometimes a week off quarterback Bill Vergantino
UNHthen gave Delaware
can give a team a chance to rest fumbled the ball while being
a break, coughing up a fumble of
and heal. Sometimes a week off sacked by Dwayne Sabb. UNH's
its own. The Blue Hens had the
can give a team a chance to regroup Geoff Aleva pounced on the ball,
ball at the Delaware 14 yardline
after a rough outting. Sometimes setting up a two-yard touchdown
with 4:06 left.
aweekoffcangiveateamachance jaunt by Rich Green.
_
Less than a minute later,
to lose its focus.
Simple math shows these · Geoff
Alevacollecteda Vergantino
Delaware had last week- three turnovers resulted in 17
fumbleattheDelaware 11 yardline.
end off and it was definitely not Wildcat points, the difference in
This game could have
focused coming into the UNH the 45-28 score.
been much closer than it was, had
game. It beca_me apparent earl Yin
The lJNH defense was
it not been for · eight costly turnthe game when the Blue Hens on top of things Saturday, forcing
overs. 17 points is a lot to give up
started turning the ball over. As fumbles and intercepting passes.
to anyone, especially a Yankee
much as Barry Bourassa is re- When a team isn't focused it is
Conference powerhcuse. UNH
sponsible for UNH's romping of much easier to force these types of
took advantage of every weakness
Delaware, so are the turnovers. mistakes.on them.
Delaware exposed, and giving the
Delaware had eight turnovers
Through the fourth,
ball away on eight occassions put
against New Hampshire. They Delaware was stalled by turnovers.
the Wildcats in the red, and Delatook themselves out of the game. With ten minutes left in the game,
ware in the casket.
In the first quarter, the the Blue Hens scored to cut the

UNH
Athlete

Runners easily beat
arch rival Maine
By Aaron Brown
said Andy Charron, who placed
TNH Staff
second, four seconds behind Wipf.
The men's cross country · "The key to the race was that our
team travelled to Maine Friday to whole team got out. We keyed on
compete against Colby, Maine- LaChance and wore him dowff.
Presque Isle, and its chief rival, The biggest difference in this race
Maine. Despite its 2-5 record en- was that our team ran for us, but
tering the meet, the team was in our meet with Vermont will be a
the frame of mind to win the meet bigger one."
outright. This is exactly what they
The top seven finishers
did and they did it in jmpressive were in a pack that was about
fashion.
fourteen seconds ahead of the rest
"The team went there to of the field ·throughout the race.
win. The top five· took off and did UNH picked up three wins to imeverything they had to do in order prove their record to 5-5.
to achieve their goal. It was a great
"The team has a lot of big
job," said Coach Boulanger.
races ahead and we would like to
UNH had the first two build on this victory," said Coach
runners in and five out of the top Boulanger.
seven. Greg Wipf won the race
The team has a race
outright with a time of 26:40.
against Vermo~t at home Friday.
"We had a good two Starting time is at 12:45behindthe
weeks of practice and it paid off," Field House.
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Name;BARRY
6Port; FOOTBALL
TB Bany Bourassa was the
recipient of the New England
Coca Cola Gold Helmet and
the Yankee Conference and
ECAC Offensive Players of the
Week for Oct. 5. He had
25-173 rushing with two TD's
and 167 on kickoff returns (a
school record) en route to
341 in all purpose yards. The
defending NCAA 1-AA
all-purpose yardage leader
(193.9 average in 1990) was
third nationally last week at
180.5, and he is now
averaging 212.6. His seven
100 yard games rank him 4th
in career l00's. He also has a
12.0 points per game mark.

Look for the "Athlete of the Week" every
Tuesday, ONLY in The New Hampshire!

Deadline is now
,riday Oct. I I,
1991
Applications are avilable in
Rm.322(Memorial Union office) and Rm.
126(Student Activities)

Be part of the board
that decides what
your MUB is for!
. "
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Women's soccer
unbeaten streak
snapped at seven
SOCCER, from page 24

gain a scoring opportunity.
UNH 's opponent managed to
keep them to two comer kicks
during the game, compared to
UMass; 13.
The next two goals by
the Minutemen came withing four
minutes of one, another. Paula
Wilkins and Tracy Arwood, both
managed to drive past the UNH
defense and score on goalie Molly
Kirchner, thus making the final

score 4-0.
Last week, UNH Junior
Leah Deniger and Freshman
Tiffany Johnson were honored as
NAC Player and Rookie of the
week, respectively for their outstanding play in the win against
Delaware. The Wildcats next game
atteh University of Connecticut at
3p.m.

Women's soccer went seven games before being beaten (File Photo).

Correction:
UNH rugby's
captain was
misidentified,
this year's
captain is
Mike Puglia.

\ ONE MILLION OF THE BEST MINDS
IN AMERICA HAVE ALREADY CHOSEN
THE BEST RETIREMENT PROGRAM.
- - - -- - --

T

CREF's variable annuity offers opportunities for growth with four different
investment accounts, each managed with
the l~ng-term perspective essential to
sound retirement planning.

IAA-CREF is building a sound
financial future for more than
1,000,000 people in the education and
research communities. And over 200,000
retirees are now enjoying the benefits of
their TIAA-CREF annuities.

Security-so the resources are there
when it is time to retire. Growth-so you'H
have enough income for the kind of retirement you want. And diversity-to help
protect you against mark c> t volatility and
to let you b·: nd 1t from several types
of investments.

HERE'S WHAT YOU GET
FROM TIAA-CREF.

Your future is protected by the largest
private retirement system in the nation.
Since 1918, we have been helping build a
secure future for people in education and
research. We have done so well, for so
many, for so long that we currently manage
over $95 billion in assets.

1

!
Ensuring the future
for those who shape it:M

soccer
atUCONN
Oct. 8, 3 p.In.
Men's soccer
vs. Dartinouth
Oct. 9, 3 p.In.
Field Hockey

,--------- ---

TIAA offers you the safety of a traditional
annuity that guarantees your principal plus I
I
a specified rate of interest, and provides
I
for additional growth through dividends.
I
For its stability, sound investments, and
I
overall financial strength, TIAA has
received the highest possible ratings from I
all three of the insurance industry's leading I
independent agencies_*
I

Ii

sports:

EXPERIENCE. PERFORMANCE.
STRENGTH.

LOOK FOR SECURITY,
GROWTH AND DIVERSITY.

..

week in
UNH

- -------------------~---------

SEND NOW FOR A FREE
RETIREMENT INVESTMENT KIT,f
including a Spenii/ Report on TIAA investment s.
Mail thi s coupon to: TIAA-CREF, D e pt. QC.
7.,0 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017. Or call

1800-842-2733. Ext. 8016.
.\',1111,· (Pl c a seprin1)
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McClinton fills
backfield void
Sometimes athletes are worth
thepriceofadmission when merely
witnessed with one's own eyes.
Guys with a presence like Jose
Canseco and Bo Jackson are two
prime examples. At UNH, Fullback Lee McClinton is also one of
those uncanny characters. At 5'
10" and a muscled 230 lbs, theredshirt freshman has rapidly made an
impact on the UNH football team
and the Yankee Conference.
McClinton 's size is immeasurable. Because of his physique,
jersey number 43 appears to be
much smaller than his teammate's
numbers. During warmups, most
eyes are on him. He stands out on
the field. He's massive.
However, for the past two
weeks McClinton was pressured
into living up to his billing and
was asked to fill in for the injured
and highly talented Mike
Gallagher at fullback. McClinton 's
unofficial debut was last week
against Maine and he delivered.
"I was really nervous, it was
the first time I realized Mike
[Gallagher] wasn't going to be
there, and he's sort of my security
blanket in case something goes
wrong. Without Mike there I knew
all the pressure would be on my
shoulders and I basically had to
perform or we'd risk losing the
game," said Mc Clinton.
On the field guys like
McClinton are called 'grinders.'
He's the type of guy who's willing
to do the dirty work, or anything
for a win. McClinton 's blocks and
intangibles aren't recorded in the

stat book but like most grinders,
he's most proud of the dirty work.
Moreover, he realizes he's not
alone.
"Early before I got here in
high school, I used to say how I felt
so bad for the linemen because
they don't get too much press and
nobody says anything. But after I
started playing some fullback, you
sort of get that feeling, like exactly
what [the lineman] go through but you're just happy to be out
there throwing those kind of
blocks."
Fortunately for McClinton,
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credit has been given where due,
hence big Lee was named 'Player
of the Game' following the contest with Maine. He averaged over
six yards a carry and scampered 22
yards into the end zone closing the
book on Maine in the final quarter.
However, McClinton says his biggest reward canie earlier in the
game when he spear-headed the
way for one of Barry Bourassa's
touchdowns.

"When you're down 20-10
and you can do anything to get
Barry in the end zone and win the
game, that's the biggest reward
right there."
McClinton credits hard work
last year (his red-shirt year) and a
strenuous off-season for his immediate success. After a lackluster first year watching from
the sidelines, McClinton has now
entered the limelight and thanks
his fellow fullback Mike
Gallagher.
"Mike's ·been the biggest
leader for me ...He 's been there
quite a few times himself and
started all last year without ever
coming out of the game so he
basically knows what every team
is going to do and he really helps
me out more on a piayer 's type of
level, stuff that coaches can't tell
you too often. He's been great for
the whole thing."
Improving week after week,
McClinton has even become a
focal point of the UNH offense,
an arsenal with several weapons.
But modest Lee
beg to differ.
"I don't consider myself
much of a factor in the game plan
or anything like that, I've just got
to worry about myself performing game to game."
The redshirt freshman has
performed well, and has become
an intricate figure on a team
fighting for the Yankee Conference crown. Only a few freshman
have stepped in and helped the
cause while Lee is a freshman
who's more than that: he's worth
the price of admission alone.
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They're back!!!
It's a Friday night
special as men's hockey
battles Concordia at
rowdy Snively Arena.
Tickets are on sale for
only $3.

23

Mad because you
missed the game?
Don't worry, you'll at
least sound as .if you
were there if you read
the Press Box, p.20.

~

Golf swings
into the ECAC
Championships
Receive "at large berth"
By Brian Mitchell
TNH Staff

We all need a good kick
in the butt sometimes.
Poor play last Monday
and Coach KenPope'sstern words
were the kicks that the Wildcats
needed.
Last Thursday, theECAC
GolfChampionship Northern New
England Qualifier was held at the
par 71 Hickory Hill Golf Club in
Methuen, Massachusetts. The
UNHmen 's golf team shotaschool
record 303 strokes at Hickory Hill.
This score wasn't good enough to
qualify for the ECAC Championships. Boston College (301) and
Maine (302) edged out UNH.
However, UNH who is having its
best season ever, is still going to be
among the 15 or 16 teams playing
thisweekendatYaleCountryClub.
They received an "at large berth"
from the ECAC.
There are five qualifying
regions for the ECAC Golf
Championship. The top two, at
least on the qualifying day, automatically qualify for the championship tournament. There are still
five or six wildcard or at large
spots that can be filled. A team has
to submit a petition to the ECAC
documenting the team's performance over the past season. Friday
morning an ECAC committee accepted the Wildcat's petition.
Pope was more than satisfied with his team's overall performance at the qualifier.
"The team shot its best
score to date," said Pope. "I was
very happy with theirperformance,
especially after last Monday's
match."
Rookie and veteran
players have been ihe winning
combination this season for the

Wildcats. Thursday was no different.
Freshman Evan Scobie
continues to burn up courses with
his play. He shot a team low 72.
His 72 caused a playoff for top
medalist honors. Unfortunately,
Scobie lost the playoff to Bentley's
Roger Marcincuk on the second
playoff hole.
The other rookie Denny
Boys, had a rough tenth hole, but
finished the day with a 77. Boys
hit his tee shot into a wet, wooded
area on the tenth hole. No one saw
where the ball landed, so Boys had
to wait for a controversial ruling,
then run back to the tee and hit a
second shot. He registered a triplebogey for the hole.
"The whole situation
shook me up, but I got it together
and played smart," said Boys. "I
just kept trying to make pars."
"I was pleased with
Denny's play, especially how he
came back after the tenth hole,"
said Pope. "Unfortunately, the
whole situation probably cost us a
valuable one or two shots."
CaptainBrian
Thompson 'sconsistent play earned
him a 74. Senior Mike Korcuba
(80) and Junior Jeff Goebel (81)
put the finishing touches on a team
best (303) day.
The Wildcats will be
making their third consecutive
appearance in the ECAC's Golf
Championships this weekend. The '
Wildcats have finished ninth and
tenth the past two years.
"I will be happy if we can
finish in the top ten," said Pope.
The Wildcats play their
finalregular season match against
the Northeastern Huskies today at
1:30p.m.atthePortsmouthCountry Club.
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Wildcats roast
Blue Hens, 45-28
Still undefeated in Yankee Conference
~

By Chris York
TNH Staff
How does he do it?
Don't ask the University
ofDelawaredefensiveunit-they
still don't have an answer. The
Delaware defensive line averages
a monsterous 260 pounds, and the
Blue Hen linebackers stack up
behind them with a 235 pound
average. Barry Bourassa is 5 feet
7, 165 pounds but he still escaped
their clutches.
Saturday, the Delaware
defense fell prey to his ground
attack, as Bourassa racked up 173
yards on 25 carries en route to his
341 all-purpose yards. Bourassa
was awarded the New England
Coca Cola Gold Helmet and was
chosen as the Yankee Conference
and ECAC Players of the Week
for his efforts in Saturday's 45-28
win over fifth ranked Delaware.
The Wildcats took control of the game right away in the
first half, allowing the Hens only
one touchdown on an 87-yardkick
return by Delaware's Anthony
Drozic.
The {JNH defense gave
up three first downs in the first
half and 15 overall. Sophomore
cornerback Greg Lewis made the
Yankee Conference Honor Roll,
chalking up seven tackles, two
fumble recoveries for23 yards, an
interception and a pass breakup
on Saturday.
When the offense took

the field, all 23,390 fans focused
on Bourassa. The evasive tailback
broke for three touchdowns includinga95-yardkickreturn. Once
Bourassa started to shine, everything fell into place.
The 'Cats lit up the board
first with a 27-yard field goal by
Lance Hjelte 5:29 into the first
half.
Delaware returned the
ensuing kickoff for a touchdown,

but the rest of the scoring in the
first half was by UNH.
Five minutes into the
second quarter the 'Cats pushed
one into the endzone as Matt Griffin (3 3-16-2, 183) launched a IOyard pass to John Perry in the
endzone.
Delaware was stumped.
On their next possession, quarterback Bill Vergantino was intercepted by Dwayne Sabb. On the

Blue Hens next try Vergantino
was intercepted again, this time
by Lewis, who advanced the
ball 23 yards. Delaware had
another shot as UNH punted
. the ball, but the Blue Hens'
Anthony Ventresca fumbled the
ball away, and the 'Cats punter,
Eric Kutz, recovered the ball
on the Delaware 36 yardline.
The 'Cats capitalized
on their good fortune and sent
Bourassa 33 yards into the
endzone with 3: 11 left in the
quarter. UNH would put one
more in before halftime, as
Griffin combined with Perry
and David Gamble for 69 yards
in seven plays, ultimately connecting with Gamble (6-103)
for a 23-yard touchdown pass
with 17 seconds in the half.
Despite several at., tempts in the second half Delaware could not keep up with
Bourassa and the 'Cats.
Delaware scored early
on their first possession in the
second half, but Bourassa quieted the celebration, returning
the following kickoff 95 yards
for a touchdown.
Delaware would score
twice more, but in vain. The
Blue Hens had several other
opportunities to score, but
turnovers cursed them all afternoon.
The Hens got as close
as 10 points midway through

the fourth quarter, but couldn't
hold on to the ball to keep a drive
going.
Vergantino initiated a
drive with 10 minutes left, but it
was abruptly ended by a Nate
Bryan interception. The 'Cats went
three downs and punted and the
ball was fumbled again by Ventresca, this time recovered by Jim
Concannon.
Delaware got one more
chance to drive, but Vergantino
fumbled the ball himself as Sabb
brought him to the ground. Defensive tackle Geoff Aleva recovered the fumble at the Delaware
11 yardline, setting up a Rich
Green touchdown. Green had replaced Griffin, who left the game
with a sprained thumb on his
throwing hand. That touchdown
broke Delaware's back.
Last week Bourassa said
things were starting to click, and
after this weeks performance
against the fifth ranked team in
the you can see the team has pulledtogether. This team could go all
the way. Winning at Delaware
Stadium, at Delaware's homecoming, in front of 23,390 Delaware fans is about as tough as is
gets. If the 'Cats can keep their
momentum they should keep rolling through the Yankee Conference, until the Villanova game,
which may determine the Yankee
Conference leader.

Women's soccer loses first
Beat UVM, but lose to UMASS
By Brenda Riddell
TNH Staff
Seven is suppossed to be
a lucky number.
Not for the women's
soccer team. Its luck ran out just
short of that.
After defeating Vermont
1-0 with time running out, UNH
had win number six in the bag.
Seven wouldn't come as
easy. On Saturday the 'Cats suffered their first loss of the season
against 8th ranked University of
Massachusetts. Exactly halfway
through their season, the Wildcats
record now stands at 6-1-1 .
into
went
UVM
Thursday's game with a 5-2-0
record and a 2-0 record in the
North Atlantic Conference. The
Catamounts hopes of possibly entering the ISAA top-20 ranking
were crushed when UNH man-

aged to score the only goal of the
match with less than four minutes
remaining, to win
1-0.
The game was relatively
evenly played in the first half, but
the second half saw the Wildcats
come alive on an offense. UNH
was unable to score on UVM until
senior MaryBeth Sydlowski ·
managed to connect off of a
beautifulcross pass from Valentine
Aramovic with about four minutes remaining in the game,
making the score 1-0. UNH
stopped UVM from tying up the
score on a last minute comer kick,
thereby preserving its victory and
·a 6-0-1 record.
Unfortunately, · UNH
wasn't'tso successful in its outing
against UMASS this weekend.
The game was played at Pepperell,
MA. It was a duel on neutral

territory. The Minutemen proved
too strong for UNH, handing the
team its first loss of the season, 40.
For UNH, this was a
match unlike any other so far this
season. The Wildcats found
themselves challenged right from
the start. In the first half, UMass
pulled ahead of UNH 1-0, when
Holly Helmuth scored nine minutes into the game. The Wildcats
were unable to retaliate against
the Minutemen, but managed to
keep its opponents from scoring
the rest of the half.
The second half opened
up much like the first, with Holly
Helmuth connecting early again
to put UMass up 2-0. The Wildcats were paralyzed by the Minutemen defense, still unable to
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